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FOREWORD

The two volumes LECTURES ON MARINE ACOUSTICS represent compilations

of lectures presented at the short course in Marine Acoustics held at

the Department of Oceanography of Texas AIIN University between June 28

and July 2, 1971. The short course was conducted under the auspi ces

of the National Sea Grant Program of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, through Institutional

Grant GH-101 made to Texas AINM University.

Volume I, Fundamentals of' M~ne Aaouatice, is a set of lecture

notes prepared for the course "Marine Acoustics" given by the Department

of Oceanography on a regular basis. Volume II, Selected Advanced Topics

in Marine AoousHa8, is a compilation of lecture notes presented by

invited lecturers. The special lectures that were presented at the

course and compiled into Volume II were selected on the basis of their

emphasis on the environmental aspect and their application to civil uses.

I am grateful to each author for making his paper ready for

reproducti on.

Jeral d W. Caruthers
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OPFNZNG ADDRFSS

Dr. Richard A. Geyer
Head of the Department of Oceanography
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas

A one-week course in marine acoustics is rather an ambitious under-

taking because of the breadth and diversification of this subject and
its many uses in solving a broad spectrum of problems. This diversity
of application is evidenced in the wide variations in both academic
training and professional experience and activities of the dozen parti-
cipating lecturers divided equally in number between within and outside
of the University. It is therefore not surprising that the participants
enrolled are representative of a diversi. fied field of activities and
come from a variety of areas in government, industry and universities.
These are also the reasons why a course in marine acoustics lends itself
quite naturally to sponsorship by the Sea Grant Program of the National
Science Foundation. One of its major objectives is the dissemination of
scientific and technological information to the ultimate user.

The rationale for the phrase "marine acoustics" is quite similar to
that comprising the basis for marine biology, marine chemistry, marine
geology, marine geophysics and so forth. It can be defined as the
application of the fundamentals of acoustics to the solution of problems
in the marine environment. This is the reason for the stress on funda-

mentals in this course, as well as specific applications. It is also
the reason for emphasis on physics and mathematics as well as peripheral
supporting subjects, such as signal processing and telemetry for example.

All too frequently, many acousticians in attempting to solve prob-
lems in the ocean have a tendency to ignore many of the effects of the
marine environment. The fundamental physical principles involved in
sound propagation in the sea are quite similar to those of other media
such as the atmosphere or the solid earth. For example, the sound
channel phenomenon so important to the understanding of marine acoust.ics
also has its well-developed counterpart in the atmosphere, as well as in
the solid earth. Such basic physical laws as Snell's Law and Fermat's
Principle are equally valid in these three fundamental media comprising
our planet. However, the differences lie in the many broad environmental
characteristics indigenous to each of these media. These require special
study and understanding if the problems inherent in a particular medium



are to be solved successfully.

Marine acoustic problems are especially complicated in many
instances by the biological factors of the environment. These factors
apply particularly to such areas as scattering and volume reverberation
as well as their effects on. instruments placed in the hostile marine
environment. These instruments are vital for obtaining information to
solve problems in marine acoustics. Similarly, a knowledge of the geo-
technical properties of marine sediments is crit. ical to the solution of
interface problems in both military and civil applications of this sub-
ject.

In this regard, environmental factors are conspicuous by their
absence as terms in the traditional and important Sonar Equation, even
though many times these terms can be the overriding considerations in
determining sound propagation in the sea in both time and spatial
relationships.

To the casual observer leaning on the rail of a ship underway the
appearance of the water could give him the impression that it is a homo-
geneous rrredium. Unfortunately, to those who must solve acoustic problems
in this medium, nothing could be further from the truth especially in
studying sound propagation in the sea. All sonar equipment is environ-
mentally limited in its performance regardless of its power output or
sound source capabilities. It is amazing in the early days of sonar
design and development how many design engineers felt that increased
sound ranges could be accomplished merely by increasing the power output
of the equipment. They either did not realize or overlooked the tre-
mendous significance of Snell's Law in determining sound propagation
paths. It must always be remembered that environmental factors change
not only in space but continually with time.

Similarly, those physicists and geophysicists who brought the
science of seismic prospecting for oil exploration on land to a sophis-
ticated stage of development, in general, did not foresee the effect
of the bubble pulse phenomenon as a source of spurious reflections on
seismograms. Tn the early days of marine seismic surveys, the results
of this effect were often believed to indicate reflecting horizons of
gelogic origin in the stratigraphic section of the earth, rather than
reflecting events caused by bubble pulse phenomena. Thus, although the
same basic principles of seismic prospecting apply to marine as well as
land geophysical surveys, the special effects of the ocean environment
had to be understood before the geologic significance of marine geophy-
sical surveys could be interpreted properly. By now, the literature
of seismic prospecting contains many papers recognizing this phenomenon
and describes ways to recognize and circumvent it. Similarly, in the
literature of marine acoustics, as it applies to sound propagation for
military purposes, the effects of the deep scattering layer are described
in some detail. These are caused by a combination of the marine organ-
isms themselves, as well as frequently by the effects of the gases in



their swimbladders; and are now well recognized as a significatrt factor
to be considered in predicting sound ranges.

Progress in marine acoustics is sometimes hampered by what may be
described as "mental inertia" on the part of certain practitioners to
new opportunities for study made available by improved and more sophis-
ticated instrumentation. A. rathe recent example may be found in the
reluct ~nce on t'rre , - et of some t.o recognize the importance of micro-
str rcture in vertical sound speed profiles made in the ocean by veloci-
meters. "'oo often the evidence for microstxucture obtained from these
prof', "s is attributed to instrument error rather than to a naturally
occurring phenorrrenon. This attitude is maintained even though the
reproducibility is excellent on both the up and down traces recorded.
If the values on the velocimeter do not agree at control points as
computed from Vansen-cast data, then the velocimeter data is often
assumed ger s~ to be the one in error, and not the values computed from
the Nansen c:,st. This is nothing new and has its counterpart histori-
cally in the eventual grudging acceptance on the part of the Nansen-
cast proponents of the validity of microthermal structure appearing in
bathythermogra,.h traces. When tigris fine structure was first observed
on the original 8/T traces, the reaction by many was the same. Hope-
fully, before too long, history wi11 repeat itself in the acceptance of
the data obtained from reliable velocimeters.

It is to be hoped that the participants of this course will at its
conclusion have a much more complete understanding of not only the basic
physical and mathematical principles of marine acoustics but of the
tremendous importance of the environmental factors indigenous to the
ocean that mu. t be fully considered and understood before acoustic
problems in this medium can be solved successfully. It is also to be
hoped that ar the conclusion of this course the participants will be in
a much better position to decide for themselves the degree of success
to be expected in solving those specific problems in marine acoustics
they may have to cope with in their professional activities, They will
also have a better knowledge of the literature and its varied sources
available to turn to in solving these problems. Finally, because of
the broad academic and professional backgrounds of the participants
enrolled in t|ris course, it is hoped that especially during question and
answer periods they will not be reticent in actively participating to
the mutual benefit of all involved. Such interaction can only lead to
cross fertilization of ideas. These will result in a broader under-
standing of the potentialities of this subject to the solution of
problems in the ocean for the benefit of all.



ACOUSTIC TELEMETRY AND

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Stephen Riter
Assistant Professor

Texas A&M University

ABSTRACT

In this section basic considerations in the design of practical
acoustic telemetry and signal processing systems are developed.
These considerations are then applied to three representative modu-
lation techniques: amplitude modulation, pulse position ~odulation,
and digital frequency shift keying. These modulation techniques when
used in an underwater telemetry system are discussed. Finally this
material is related to the general problem of acoustic signal pro-
cessing.

INTRODUCTION

The major justification for studying underwater acoustics aside
from pure scientific interest is that acoustics provides a useful
and efficient tool for transmitting information through the ocean.
In other sections you will discuss in detail how the medium degrades
and corrupts an acoustic signal. In this section we will discuss
how one goes about designing effective systems which can extract as
much information as possible from these obscuring factors.

COMMUNICATIONS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC CHANNFL

The underwater acoustic channel is a complex randomly time varying
media whose exact mathematical description is currently the subject
of much active research by scientists and engineers. From a communica-
tions theory point of view the effects of prime importance are attenua
tion, dispersion and fading, and the addition of background noise.
All of these effects will be discussed in other sections, however,
here we will review dispersion and fading since from a communications
theory point of view these effects are the most difficult to deal with.



As an acoustic signal propagates through the water it encounters
various inhomogenieties in the medium which cause it to be randomly
scattered along the transmission path. In addition when the signals
encounter the earth-water or air-water interface they are reflected.

The effect of the scattering along the path is a dispersion of
the signal in time and frequency. Si.nce the receiver observes a sum
of signals from each of the scattered paths there is a dispersion in
time due to the difference in path length between the shortest and
longest path. Thus if there is a path length difference of T seconds
the received replica of a sharp transmitted pulse would be smeared
out in time and would appear to have a time length of T + t seconds,
where t is the length of the transmitted pulse.

The frequency dispersion results from the random motion of the
scatterers with respect to each other. On reflection from a scatterer
a slight doppler frequency shift would be imparted to the energy along
each acoustic path. Since the received signal is composed of the sum
of the signals from each path there would be a continuous random
doppler shift of the received signal. This would for. example cause
a single transmitted sine wave of frequency f to be received as a sum

0

of sine waves, with some mean frequency f + f , where f is the mean
0

doppler frequency shift. The width of the spectrum of the received
waves, F, is usually called the frequency spread and is a function of
the velocity spread of the scatterers.

It can be shown [lj that the above scattering model leads to a
received signal with a Rayleigh distributed probability density function
for its amplitude and a uniformly distributed phase. Because of this
random variation in amplitude, usually referred to as amplitude fading,
and the complete loss of phase information, modulation techniques
which convey information by varying the amplitude or phase of a carrier;
for example, conventional amplitude modulation, phase modulation or
variations thereof, are clearly poor choices for use with acoustic
signals.

It should be pointed out here that, whexeas in most applications
communication system performance is independent of. signal shape axe'
improves with an Increase in transmitted power, in a dispersive medium
the amount of dispersion is a function of the signal, and hence
increasing the amount of transmitted power increases the amount of
dispersion. Consequently building more powerful transmitters is an
inappropriate method for combatting these effects, Instead one must
be careful to pick signal shapes which have an immunity to this type
of degradation.



FREQUENCY

In other sections it is shown that there is a decrease in
background noise and an increase in attenuation with frequency.
Clearly then some best or optimum frequency exists for a given
range. If all other parameters except attenuation and background
noise were non frequency dependent then a solution for the optimum
frequency is easily obtained. The result [2] is plotted in Figure l.
This curve is based upon some gross simplifications which tend to
highlight the lower frequencies over the higher frequencies For
example man-made noise is predominantly low frequency in nature as
is most offshore biological noise. In addition attenuation in a
multipath environment is not necessarily deleterious since it serves
to damp out echoes which arrive at the receiver from other paths.
The point of the discussion however is brought out if one calculates
the transmitter power required to obtain a zero dB signal to noise
power ratio in sea state six as a function of range if the optimum
choice of frequency is made. If this is done it can be seen [3]
that acoustic commrrnications in the 10 � 50 KHz frequency band over
moderate ranges is qui.te feasible.

NODULATION TECHNIQUES

There are essentially three useful techniques available for
coding information onto an acoustic. signal. They are amplitude
modulation  AN!, pulse position modulation  PPM!, and frequency
shift keying  FSK!. Variations of these techniques are of course
possible. These techniques are also descriptive of ~arious
acoustic measuring systems which are not necessarily classified as
telemetry systems. For example devices which measure the time of
return of an acoustic pulse are really PPN detectors, etc.

Amplitude modulation means that one varies the amplitude of a
sinusoidal carrier in accordance with a linear function of the
message to be sent. In one type of AM if the message to be trans-
mitted is m t! then one drives an acoustic source with

� + rn t!! sin v t
0

where ~m t! <l. It can be shown that m t! can be easily recovered
by a simple envelope detector. Furthermore if the signal to noise
ratio at the detector is  S/N! then the signal to noise ratio out of
the detector is also  S/N! provided that the input  S/N! is above
some threshold value. Unforturnately since the transmitted waveform
is subjected to amplitude fading this is in most circumstances a
rather poor method for transmit ting information.



PULSE POSITION MODULATION

A PPM System operates by transmitting a short x second tone ance
every T seconds. The time of transmission is a linear function of the
value of the signal to be sent. A block diagram of a possible trans-
mitter configuration is shown in Figure 2. In this realization a com-
parator is used to observe a linear saw � tooth wave form and the input
voltage. When both are equal the comparator changes state. This transi-
tion time will then be a linear function of the input voltage. The
output of the comparator is differentiated and clipped to give the
required PPM pulse train. The pulse train is then used to generate
high powered sinusoidal pulses of length, � . These are applied to an
acoustic projector, which transforms the electrical signals inta
acoustic tones for propagation through the channel.

The receiver would consist of a hydrophone followed by another
threshold detector. This detector generates a pulse whenever the
received signal exceeds some fraction, typically one half of its
expected peak value. This pulse is then used to regenerate a replic.a
of the transmitted voltage by using it ta sample another linear sawtooth.

Since the transmitted information is contained in the time location

of the pulse this type of modulation can be made particularly insen-
s$,tive to interference, background noise and random fading. The output
is, however, severely degraded by reflections from the boundaries of
the media since they can cause the generation of incorrectly located
pulses by the receiver's threshold detector. The performance of such
systems have been analyzed in [4] fram which Figure 3 is taken. In
this figure the expected value of output noise is plotted versus

2
input signal to noise ratio  A /N! far a transmitted frequency of
18 KHz, with 2BT the time bandwidth product of the signal as a parameter.

2
From the curves we see that if  A /N! is above some critical or thres-
hold value then a relatively small value of autput naise is generated,
Since the bandwidth of a sharp pulse is usually approximated by twice
its reciprocal length we see that as long as we stay to the right of the
threshold point we can decrease the output noise by decreasing the
pulse length or increasing T.  This amounts to increasing 2BT.! One
pays for an increase in T by a decrease in the amaunt of data trans-
mitted, and for a decrease in the pulse length with an increase in
system bandwidth. Fven if one were willing to tolerate these costs
the above factors still could not be increased indefinitely since for

2
increased values of 2BT, increased values of  A /N! are necessary ta
operate to the right of the threshold point.

E n ! is a measure af the effect of the input noise on the receiver s2

estimate of the pulse location, and can be used to determine critical
system parameters. As an example suppose that it is desired ta use
10 milli-second pulses to transmit information at a range of 1000 vards
to a depth of 100 yards, with a pulse repetition frequency of 4 Hz.



The carrier frequency is 18 KHz and the total noise spectral density
is -30dB. Assume zero dB dixectivity and 50/ efficiency. What is
the minimum transmitter powm that can be used' for this case

2BT = �!
2 1 �! = 100

10�0!

Fram the curves of Figure 3 we see that this corresponds to a required

 A /N! of
2

 A /N! ~ 1500 > 31.7 dB

The path loss at this transmitter frequency can be shown to be about
61 dB. The SOX efficiency contributes an additional 3 dB for a total
power loss of 64 dB, The required peak transmitter power, P, is

PT 20loglOA

which is easily seen to be

P ~ 64 � 30 + 31.7 = 65.7 dB
T

Such an approach can also be used to design measurement systems where
the desired information is contained in the location in time of a pulse,
for example a bottom profiling system or a depth indicator.

FREQUENCY SHIFT KEVING

If the infozmdtion to be transmitted is discrete in nature the
modulation technique used must be some one of the numerous discrete
modulation methods. These include frequency shift keying, digital
frequency modulation, phase shift keying, amplitude shift keying,
and countless variations thereof. Here we limit ourselves to
frequency shift keying  FSK!; however the extension to other modula-
tion schemes is straightforward.

An FSK system operates by transmitting a T second tone at one
of two frequencies, f or f to represent a binary "1" or "0"

1 2

respectively. The receiver consists of two bandlimiting filters
centered at f and f with nonoverlapping passbapds. These filters

are followed by devices designed to measure the energy in the passband
of each filter. Usually this Is an integrate and dump detector followed
by some type of decision device which generates a "1" or "0" at the
end of each signalling interval depending upon which filter had the
greatest output. This technique is known to be optimum for signals of
this type at low signal-to-noise ratios. It can be shown that the
average probability of an incorrect decision on an individual digit for
such a system operating over a nonfading channel in the presence of noise
of spectral density No is [4]

P E! = � exp -ET/No!
1

2



~here E is the average received signal power. Eq. 1 is strictly true for
noise with a uniform spectrum. The extension to the non-uniform spectrum
observed in underwater systems has been carried out by the author however
the differences obtained are not sufficient to warrant the extra effort
required.

P E!� 1

2 +  HT/No!
 ' 2!

where F. is average power in the fading signal.

In Figure 4 we plot Eq. �! and �! versus  ET/No! and  ET/No! .
As can be seen the effect af the fading can be catastrophic.

The best way to lessen the chance of an error due to fading is to use
a technique called diversity. The idea behind diversity is simple, al-
though the realization of a diversity system might be involved. Since the
fading phenomena is purely random in nature, sometimes being present and
sometimes being absent, one can clearly decrease the chance of. an error by
transmitting the message over and over again in the hope that all trans-
missions will not be obliterated by deep fades. Likewise, we may transmit
multiples of frequenci.es to signify a 1 or 0 since the probability of a
majority of frequencies being eliminated by deep fades is considerably
smaller than losing a single tone. Finally we may use a number of separate
receivers since the presence of a fade is also a random function of the
location of the receiver. The techniques mentioned are called time, fre-
quency and space diversity, respectively. Since all three diversity
techniques are really making use of the same property of the di.sturbance,
its randomness in time, space or frequency, we see that the parameter of
importance is the number of different received signals one obtains, L,
and not the means of obtaining the signals.

In Figure 4 we also plot P[E] versus  ET/No! for the optimum choice
of L.

ACOUSTIC SIGNAL PROCESS IHG

Although the topics of telemetry and signal processing are parallel
in most of the communications sciences, in the field of underwater acous-
tics they have tended to take on different meaning6. By signal processing
the acoustician usually means techniques for enhancing the sonar returns
from underwater targets, so that a decision can be made as to whether or
not a signal is present. Unfortunately there are a rather forbidding

If such a scheme is used in the underwater channel, dispersion will
cause a pulse of length T and bandwidth W=l/T to be received as a pulse of
length T+L and bandwidth V+B, where L and B are the time spread and fre-
quency spread of the media. Moreover the amplitude of the received signal
will be subjected to Rayleigh type fading. In such a situation there is
a significant probability that on an individual transmission the received
energy at the transmitted frequency will be small and an error will be made.
In this case it can be shown that
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number of possible signal processing procedures, and the number seems to
be contiuuing to grow exponentially with time. In this section it is not
possible to discuss or even mention all of these. Instead we claim that
all the best procedures can be thought of as correlation processes where
one is continuously comparing the received signal with replicas of the
returns one is looking for. In a sense it can be shown that all other
good signal processing schemes are approximations in some way or other
of this technique.
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WAVE THEORY:

SHALLOW WATER ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

J. C. Novarini

Research Scientist

Hydrographic Office, Argentine Navy

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of sound in shallow water is a problem
encountered for instance in coastal water and on the Continental
Shelf for long range sound propagation. Distinction between shallow
and deep water is quite yrbitrary and there is no exact criterion
of classification. Although in the geographical sense shallow
water means depths less than 100 fathoms, in practice the distinction
is based upon the dimensionless parameter hk , h being the water
depth and k the horizontal wave number. When hk < 10 the case
is considered a shallow water problem. However, it is to be noted
that, for instance, with this criterion the high frequency case in
relatively shallow water would be considered a deep water problem
and this is not necessarily true since the sound will propagate
mostly by successive reflections at the surface and the bottom
 i.e., "channel effect"! and this is far from the actual deep
water propagation. Hence, following Urick,l we shal; mean by shallow
water propagation "propagation to distances at least several times
the water depth, under conditions where both boundaries have an
effect on transmission."

The actual problem of shallow water propagation is very complex
since the boundaries are not wel'l defined and are mostly of random
nature. This, together with the fact that the boundaries are not
plane parallel, makes i t almost impossible to get a closed solution.
In what follows a highly idealized problem will be solved, based
mostly on the works of Brekhovskikh,2 and Bradley and Hudimac.3

I. METHODS OF SOLUTION

Two approaches are used in the literature to solve the problem:
the ray theory or geometric acoustics," and the norma'l mode
theory or "wave acoustics." Although they are not mutually exclusive,
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one may have advantages over the other in specific cases.

As is known, in geometric acoustics, the paths of the rays
are obtained through the Ei konal equati on whi ch is a solution to the
Helmoltz equation for the high frequency case, The ray solution,
although helpful in visualizing the phenomenon, only gives a picture
of the ray path without regard to phase,

The wave acousti cs solution is obtained, in general, by solving
the He]moltz equation through the separation of variables technique,
and is particular1y useful in the case where the acoustic wavelength
is of the order of the water depth, the case in which the ray
interpretation becomes meaningless. On the other hand, it can be
shown that the curvature of a ray is related to the velocity
gradient of the medium. For an isotropi c medium the velocity
gradient is zero and the ray is a straight line. Hence, if the
boundaries of the region are recilinear and have well defined
reflective properties, the method of images can be applied to obtain
the solution, wi th the advantage that the solution can be either
expressed as a sum of normal modes, or visualized as given the ray
paths in the duct,

II. IMAGE THEORY

Let us consider first a p1ane parallel duct with boundaries
at z = 0 and z = h , as illustrated in Fig. l. The source is
assumed to be a pulsating sphere of infinitesimal radius, situated
at the point z = zo , r = 0 , and the receiver at z,r.

Zp

FIG. 1. Source and receiver

The medium wi 11 be assumed isotropi c and homogeneous. The equation
to be satisfied is the inhomogeneous Helmoltz equation



where q is the acoustic potential  for instance, the pressure!
and 6 is the Dirac's delta function whose properties are listed
in Appendix A.

Since this is the shallow water problem the boundaries wi 1 1
be the air-water and the water-bottom interfaces, the former is a
pressure release or free surface  i.e,, zero acoustic pressure!
and the latter is a rigid boundary  i .e., zero normal velocity! .
Hence, the boundary conditions wit] be

0=0 at z=h

� =0 at z=0aq
3z �a!

and the reflection coefficient will be assumed +1 at the bottom
 perfectly reflector and no phase change! and -1 at the sea
surface  perfectly reflector, 180' phase change!. We shall now
use the image method to find the field at the receiver, or in other
words, the field at an arbitrary point will be represented as the
sum of the direct wave and waves radiated by a network of "image
sources," which are obtained as a result of successive specular
reflections of the source at the boundaries.

To the field of the source add the field of the image source
as obtained by specular reflection at the lower boundary of the
duct. Denoting the source by 01 and the image source obtained
by reflection at the lower boundary by 03 , the field will be

ikRo ikRO
e ' e+4o = � +
Ro Ro

1 3

�!

1 '3
are the distances from the source and image to the field point  z,r!,
respectively. Clearly, the expression for g given in �! will
satisfy the wave equation because each term satisfies it and wiIl
also satisfy the boundary condition at z = 0 since the system
is symmetric wi th respect to that plane. Hut, it is also clear
that �! will not sati sfy the boundary condi ti on at z = h since
there is no symmetry. To overcome this problem another pair of image
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ikR
2

R

ikR ikR

e + ek3 kq

R R
R I

ikR

  = g  - !'
k=O

�!

which satisfies the wave equation, the boundary condition and the
singularity at the source; the last is provided by the term

ikRp
e 1

R !
1

2 3'

1 3

SOURCE

�,1!
z = 0

0 2

1 1

FIG. 2. Network of image for a sha11ow water duct

A few images of the network can be seen in Fig. 2. The distances
Rg . are shown in Table I. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between an ~mage and a ray thatJ

represents a path of travel between source and receiver, The rays

sources, which are obtained by specular reflection of the two first
sources at the upper boundary, can be added. Now the solution wi11
satisfy the upper boundary condition, but no longer will it satisfy
the lower boundary condition. However, another pair may be added ta
satisfy this condition and this process continued until an infinite
network of image sources, lying on the z axis is obtained.
Moreover, this series will converge and both boundary conditions will
be satisfied. Recalling that there is a phase change in each
reflection at the upper boundary, the total field at the field point
can be wri tten as
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provide the information on how the field propagates, and the
summation of the images provides the phase and magnitude at the
field point.

TAHLE I. Distances to the image from the receiver

j R~

 z - z, - 2ah!z + r'

2gh!> +

I I I. NORMAL MODE SOLUTION

As mentioned before, another approach to the problem is given
by the normal mode theory. The set of normal modes, each of which
individually satisfy the wave equation, the boundary conditions,
and propagates along the duct with its own velocity, wi ll be obtained
from the image solution. To do this, the integral representation
of the field of a spherical wave in cylindrical coordinates must
be used. The reason for this is that, while the field due to the
image is spherical, the geometry of the problem has natural
cylindrical symmetry. The integral representation of a spherical
wave i n cylindrical coordinates is2

ikR

H ~'~  ~k - g2 r! e ~~ D~dg �!
R 2

where H0  ~ is the Hankel function of first kind and
R = r2 +  z � z0!z

Replacing R by R~, using �!, and writing  -1! = e
the acoustic field will be
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ig z + zp + 2',h!
e

i  z - zp + 2th
+ e dZ

1< z + zp + 2th! i< z - zp + 2th! izah  igz ipzp
e + e e e e

-i!zp
+ e

i2ah< i<z
2 e e cos g zp

then

fH ~'~  A~ r~ r!e � " e'~ cos gz> e' 4g . �!
 <-m -m

f T! = 2 g F n!

where

F n! = f ~! e d~, ~ = 2~a  Sa!

At this point the Poisson formu'la, which transforms one infinite4

series into another, must be used. The terms of the new series are
obtained from the terms of the first one by a Fourier transformation,
i.e.,
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Setting

f�~x! = -i H  '!   Tk' - ~'- r! e e cos .;z� e ' dg

then using  Ba!

F n! = -i H~ '!  'k". � F2

CO hZ 1

H,  !  k" -  ' r! e'"cos <z, e d~d<

 9!

but from �-A! and �-A! it can be seen that

1

e d~ = 6I~ -  n + -!] = � a[~ �  n + -!-"] .
2 h ' 2 h

�0!

Substituting �0! into  9!, and using �-A! equation  9! is easi]y
integrated to give

n + -!mz
2 n t 2!mz

F n! = " ' Ho '! kz - In + -!-j r! cos, co~
h 2 h

then, from  8!

 n + -!  n + -! z1 l.

X cos
2 2

h ' hGos  »!

y r.z! =:!' QH,~'~ 
n=0

ir 1�
I '-;Z -lM 2r! e ' <os ~z, e e e ' drd<
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0 z<h; n=0,1,2.with

which is the acoustic field at any point  z,r! in the plane
parallel duct expressed as a superposition of normal modes; n labels
the different modes.

The z dependence of' the amplitude of each mode is given by
the factor cos [ n + 1/2!mz/h] and is shown in Fig. 3 for
n = 0,1,2 and 3.

n = 1 n = 3

F?G. 3. Sound pressure versus depth for
the first three modes

Defining a new parameter kn by

 '1 2!

it can be interpreted as the "wave number" of the nth normal mode,
and so the nth normal mode will propagate along the duct with its
own velocity c given by

 d
c

n k

with 4! kc
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Another useful interpretation is to think of k as
n

�4!k =ksino
n n

where from �2! and �4!

 n ' 2!1
e =cos '

n kh �5!

8 represents then, the direction of propagation of a plane wave
c8ming from a source image localized above or below the axes of
the duct, That means that each mode can be interpreted as the
superpositi on of two traveling waves wi th their fronts at defi nite
angles of inclination Bn , in different directions wi th respect
to the vertical axes and in the same directi on wi th respect to the
horizontal axes. Fight 4 shows this plane wave equivalence for the
first mode.

FIG. 4. Plane wave equivalent for the first mode

From  ]2! it is easily seen that normal modes can propagate
in the duct without attenuation only if kh > ~/2 or h > x/4
the frequency belongs to this value of x is

Csr

c 2h

Following Urick we can conclude that since the higher order
image contribution die aut rapidly because of their greater
distances from the field point, only a few images are required and
so the ray theory is more convenient far the case of short range

and is called "cut-off frequency." Waves with frequencies below
wi'll propagate in the duct with great attenuation. This can be
seen from �2! since kn becomes purely imaginary. The corresponding
mode is called "evanescent mode."
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propagation. On the other hand, normal mode theory is more appro-
priate for long ranges because of the greater attenuation of the
higher modes and so only a few modes are necessary to calculate
the transmissi on.

IV. MEDGE SHAPED SHALLOW WATER DUCT

Obviously, tne plane parallel duct wi th well defined reflective
boundaries is on1y a poor fi rst approximation since the actual case
involves, in general, wedge shaped regions, bottoms, statistically
1 0 >" II boundari es, ve1 oci ty gradi ents i n the water 1 ayer, i n} omoge-
nelties in the medium, etc. Hence, in order to improve the first
approximation to the actual case, the wedge shaped duct must, be
considered. For this case, the two approaches mentioned in the
first section are usually employed to get a solution. Papers by
Pierce5 and Denllam6 attack the problem by using norma1 mode theory,
while Kuznetsov' and NestonB use ray theory, Practical models and
empirical theories have been developed by Macpherson and Daintith,g
Marsh and Shulkin,lO and Urick.ll More recently, and considering
simultaneously the two approaches, is the work by Bradley and
Hudimac,~ In what follows, a brief look at the wedge shaped case
using image theory as presented by Bradley is shown

When the image process is applied to the wedge, the images
appear on a circle wi th origin in the vertex of the wedge and radius
equal to the distance source-vertex as shown in Fig. '. For a
wedge angle g = ~/n , n integer, a finite number of images are
required to completely satisfy the boundary conditions. But in the
case where 8 = m/a , with a not an integer, the number of imagesrequired could be  not necessarily! infinite. FIG. 5. l'letwork of

image for the wedge
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An important complication encountered in the wedge problem 1ies
in the fact that the images on the circle are eventually going to
appear on that part of the circle which represents the medium
where the source is located and which, according to the conditions
of the problem, can only contain the source. To overcome this
problem, the theory of complex variables must be used. This is
accomplished by introducing the concept of Riemann surface as a way
of extending the e coordinate. This extension allows for an
infinite number of images. The images that, appear on the Riemann
surfaces  out of the principal plane! do not appear as observable
images in the calculations of the field, but as imaginary images
which wil1 contribute to the so-ca lied diffraction fie1d to the
total fie1d. So, the acoustic field for a wedge shaped duct canbe represented as ikR ikR

R real I ~ M 1 k imaginaryR

where R~ = r~ + rz - 2 r r< cos e + oo + 2a8! +  z � z !

M represents the number of' images present in the principal plane
of the extended Riemann surface. Hence it can be concluded that
the acoustic field, as calculated from image theory, consists of
two terms: one being a summation of real images and the other a
sum of virtuat images. The last one is the diffraction term
contributing to the total field.

V. MODIFICATIONS TO THE SIMPLE THEORIES

The complications that arise in the actual case, mentioned
in the last section, require further modifications to the first
approximation already shown, to allow more realistic conditions on
the surface, bottom, and water medium. The effect of attenuation
in the bottom is considered in the papers by Eby, Williams, Ryan,
and Zamkin;12 Williams and Eby,13 Kornhouser and Raney.14 The
effect of the surface roughness in shallow water propagation is
considered by Clay,15 and the problem of propagation of sound in
a duct with inhomogenei ties in the medium and at the boundaries
has been considered by Lapin."6
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APP fhlD I X A

Brief Review of the Dirac's Delta Function

In order to facilitate a variety of operations in mathematical
physics, Dirac proposed the introduction of the so-called "Delta
function" h x! which will be a representative of an infinitely
sharply peaked function given symbolically by

 x P 0!

c x! =

but such that the integral of  x! is normalized to unit

6 x! dx = 1

A few properties are:

for all continuous f x!. In particular for a = 0

6 ax! = 6 x! , a P 01

jaj

and a useful integral representation is given by

6 x! = � e dk1 ikx
27/
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MARINE BIO-ACOUSTICS

Thomas J. Bright
Oceanography Department
Texas ASM University

Definition: Marine bio-acoustics may be defined as the study
of sound in the sea where it results from or influences the behavior
of marine organisms.

This defini tion excludes such thi ngs as echolocation of fish
schools and deep scattering layer studies, but would include the
effect of sonic booms upon behavior of aquatic organisms, or any
inquiry into sound production or recepti on by mari ne animals .

II. Contribution of Marine Organisms to Ambient Sea Noise:

A. Under ideal condi ti ons  sea dead calm, no vessels, no sound
producing animals! the ambient noise pressure 's about
.18 to .20 dyne/cmz. This corresponds to about -15 deci-
bels  db!, where 0 db corresponds to an acoustical pressure
of 1 dyne/cm � microbar!, and is roughly compa} able to a
quiet night in country.

B. Average ambient sea noise is about 10 to 15 db and is due
primarily to wave motion, current friction, and shi pping
 comparable to noise produced in a busy office!.

C. Activity of marine animals can add 20 db or more to the
average sea noise, often in a frequency range which can
interfere with sonar gear, acoustic mines, and u. w.
listening equipment  Figure 1! AlI major groups of marine
animals  invertebrates, fishes, and marranals! contai n mari ne
representatives which are significant sound producing species.

III. Basic Terminology: The first step in characterizing a sound
generally involves a subjective descri ption in terms of other sounds
more familiar to us . Marine bio-acoustical literature is, therefore,
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quack, squeak, squeal, moan, honk, etc. These are useful but,
because very few, if any, other animals hear sounds exactly as we
do, we must classify and analyze biological sounds in more objective
terms if their behavioral meaning and significance to the organisms
producing and perceiving them are to be determined.

A. iiave, Mare i'orm, ~fre uenc and period as terms are general'ly
used in standard physical sense.

frecrfuenc: use restricted to periodicity of sine waves and
their derivatives.

rate: used to designate other periodicities of a higher
order, e.g., pulse repetition rate.

Sine wave that would exist as a
continuous wave in the absence of
the observed modulationelementar vibrati o

e1ementar wave f' or

dominant fre uenc : refers to the frequency which has the

Figure l. Spectrum level chart comparing New Zealand "evening chorus,"
attributed to the sea urchi n Evechi nus chloroti cus, with typical
snapping shrimp spectra as given by Knudsen. Prepared by R. I. Tait.

 from Fish 1964!
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highest amplitude. In Marine bio-acoustics this is generally
spread over a band of frequencies which may be 100 Hz wide,
or more.

B. Pulse: a uni tary homogeneous parcel of sound waves of finite
duration. Sucb pulses wben produced by animals are usually
not singly detectable by the human ear and can be defined
only through oscillographic or sound spectrum analysis.

Hdve

wave train

pulse train

In reality, the basic sound produced by an animal and modulated
into pulses is rarely a pure tone. More frequently it is a
noise composed of a set of pure tones whose blending produces
no regularity in the resultant wave form. When modulated
temporally the end result is a series of noise pulses.

C. Click: a very short pulse separated by a much longer interval
from its neighboring pulse.

Generally, these function in echolocation  dolphins, whales!
and are composed of from l to 100 waves depending upon fre-
quency. The higher frequency clicks tend to have more waves
per pulse but are still of very short duration due to the
short period of the wave,

D, Chi~r : the shortest unitary rhythm-element that can readi'ly
be distinguished as such by the unaided human ear,



It may be composed of one or more pulses, or several pulse
trains.

Mhat would seem a chirp to human ear may be definable into
a series of chi rps  rhythm-pattern! by other animals. For
example, the common 60 cycle hum that we associate with
electronics is perceived by us as a sustai ned tone. The
repetition rate is too high for the human ear to hear as a
rhythm-pattern. Certain grasshoppers, however, hear the
same sound as a series of discrete pulses occurring at a
pulse repetition rate of 60 per second.

This is an important point to i<eep in mind when consideri ng
the significance of sounds as information vectors for differ-
ent animals . The way we hear a sound may bear little resem-
blance to the manner in which it is percei ved by other
speci es . Thus it is difficult to judge the potentials of a
sound for conveying information unless the auditory sensory
capabilities of the animals under consideration are under-
stood.

E. ~R1 ie: a type of chirp which is perceived as a tremulous,
throbbing or quavering tone. Hasically of two types:

tremolo: a vibrating, beating or throbbing sound which
may be amplitude modulated,

or pulse modulated,

trill: a tremulous utterance of successi ve tones and,
therefore, frequency modulated,

The pulse modulated tremolo appears to overlap somewhat the
basi c definiti on of a chirp insofar as the individual pulses
are discernable by the human ear. This concept would seem
to represent a borderline case where the pulse or pulse-train
repetition rate is very close to that which can no longer be
distinguished as a rhythm-pattern by the human ear.

First G de Se uence: a succession of chirps closely spaced
in time and possibly combining to produce a specific sound
uni t. Example: staccato sound of squi rrelfish.
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G. Second Order Sequence. a succession of first order sequences.

Animal sounds can therefore, be viewed as a combination of a number
of basic signals to torm a basic sound, which is general iy modulated
through variation in amplitude or frequency into pulses, which are
combined to form chirps, which in turn combine to form a rhythm-
pattern.

Information may be transmitted through coding of the sound
produced. This may be achieved through modu'lation of amplitude,
dominant frequency, or temporal patterns of the pulses and chirps.
For example, as shown in the following di agram, a series of chi rps may
be assembled in various ways temporally, much like a morse code. This
type of patterning is thought to be significant in the case of fishes.

LE liHT I.l"i'

LIILJl HSRL

LJ llllL

TIME

Figure 3. BiagraOIIatiC repreSentatiOn Of fiSh SaundS
 after Winn 1964!.

Porpoises on the other hand appear to use frequency modulation
rather extensively in their communicative efforts. During feeding
scuffles, the Bottlenose Dolphin frequently emits sounds which,
considering frequency in the vertical axis and time on the horizontal,
could be contoured thusly,

A single disturbed
animal might emit

or +~ . The degree to which
an animal can utilize the potential information capacity of a specific
signal depends upon its hearing ability and the sophistication of
the sensory apparatus associated with hearing.  To be discussed
briefly later. !



All of the above appIies basica11y to sounds classified as
P f 1 animal sounds; those produced by the animal through the
use of some specialized sound producing mechanism, and presumably f' or
the purpose of communicating information to or influencing the behavior
of other animals  various grunts and ca  ls of fishes and porpoises!.

On the other hand Adventitious sounds are produced by an anima'I
incidentally during some activity, but not through the use of a
specialized sound producing mechanism, and presumably not for any
purpose of the animal producing it  feeding and swimming noises!.
Although these contribute to the ambient noise of an area and may
provide information to certain species they are frequently so random
and unstructured that it is difficult to refer them totally to the
heirarchical classification of sounds described above.

IV. Visual Display of Animal Sounds

Two graphical means are commonly used to visually illustrate
anima1 sounds. One is the familiar osci~11o ram giving information
concerning amplitude integrated over aTI frequencies at any one instant
 amplitude vs. time!.

Figure 4. Oscillogram of single click produced by the
barnacle Balanus balanoides in a Narragansett Marine Laboratory
aquarium. Intervaatetween timing marks is 1/240 sec.

 from Fish 1964!.
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Figure 5. Standard sonogram of rasping sound of
spiny lobster

The contour sonogram provides similar information but in addi-
tionn the amplitude structure is contoured  in the Kay Ltibralizer
system at 6 db intervals over a dynamic range of 42 db!.
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Figure 6. Contour sonogram of staccato and coo of the
squi rrelfish Holocentrus ascensi onis

The other means employs ~sano rams produced by any oy several
sound spectrum analyzers  The Ray Electric Company Spectrum Analyzers
are most popular!. They provide an easily interpreted representation
of sound structure in terms of frequency, amplitude, temporal, and
harmonic structure. Basically, there are two types of sonograms.
The standard sonogram depicts a sound in terms of frequency plotted
on the vertical axis and time on the hori zongal. Amplitude is roughly
proportional to the darkness of the trace but a quantitative index
of amplitude is not provi ded.
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Unfortunately temporal resolution is obscured by the contouring
so it is desirable to utilize both types of sonograms during analysis.

The time and frequency scales of sonograms are variable to suit
the sounds being analyzed. One standard unit will analyze up to
16,000 Hz without modification. For higher frequency sounds a
frequency translator may be used to increase the upper limit of
analysis, or the recorded sound may be played at a slower than normal
speed to bring the frequencies of the sound wi thi n the normal range
of the analyzer.

These analyzers are much like the human ear in that, if pulses
are produced at a rate so high that the analyzer cannot separate
them, the pulse repeti tion rate will be added as a pure tone tq the
basic signal  pulse tone frequency!. The resultant beat frequencies
appear to be harmonics and the apparent harmonic interval is equiva-
lent to the pulse repetition rate in cycles/second.

2000�

CPs
1500�

>aoo

8 C
Figure 7. A is a 1000-Hz tone pulsed one cycle on and four cycles
off; in 8 it is pulsed two cycles on and two cycles off, and in
C it is pulsed three cycles on and one cycle off. The repetition
rate of 250 pulses per second is the same for all three analyses.
Note that the second harmonic of the repetition-rate is absent
due to the symmetry of the pulses and pulse-intervals. The
analyzing filter bandwidth is 20 Hz.  from Watkins 1967!
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The trace representing the basic signal �000 Hz in the above
case! is usua'1ly darker  because most of the energy is expended at
this frequency! if pulse duration is greater than the interval between
pulses. If the duration of the pulse is equal to or 'less than the
interval between pulses the darkness of the basic signal trace will
be equal or less than the darkness of the traces representing the
beat frequencies.

Fourier analysis computation can provide relative energy values
for the pulse tone frequency  basic signal! and the
or "harmonics."

For example: for a 1000 Hz tone pulsed one cycle on and one
cycle off, and assigning an energy value of one to the unpulsed
tone, Fourier computations predict;

Ener~ Value~recruency
500~the fundamental of the pu'ise

repetition rate!
0.]78

1000  second harmonic of prr, also
the pulse-tone frequency!

0. 250

1500 �rd harmonic of prr!

2000 �th!

2500 �th!

3000 �th!

0. 064

0.000

0.004

0.000

These agree very well wi th spectral analysis of this type sound.
Note the variability in energy content between beat frequencies.
This is typical and varies greatly with the pulse repetition rate
and length of pulses compared to interval between puises.

Many supposed harmonic fish sounds show such a pattern of
"enhanced" and "suppressed" harmonics.

The following sonogram shows the trace of a sound consisti ng
of a pulse tone frequency of 1000 Hz where the pulse repeti tion rate
is decreased in steps from about 500 cycles/sec. to about 10 cycles/sec.
Note that as time progresses the harmonic bands converge  representing
the decrease in pulse repeti tion rate! until they tend to fuse at
the pulse tone frequency and show up toward the end of the sonogram
as discrete pulses.
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2000�
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1500�

1000

t

Arne � seconds

Figure 8. The interval between eight-cycle pulses at 1000 Hz
is varied in two-cycle steps from two cycles to about 100 cycle
 of the 1000 Hz!. The pulse repetition rate may be read from
the harmonic interval until the pulse becomes separated. The
analyzing filter bandw1dth is 20 Hz.  from Watkins 1967!

V. Sound Production and Sonic Mechanisms in Marine Invertebrates
 Animals without backbones !:

Sounds produced by invertebrates are most often snaps, clicks,
or rasps, although some invertebrates may produce popping or sputter-
ing sounds. The clicks, snaps, and rasps are usually white noise
containing frequencies spanning the entire audible range, 20-20,000 Hz,
and into the ultrasonic. These are usually stridulatory sounds,
produced by contact of various hard parts during feeding or moving
about, as we11 as through the action of special sound producing
organs. The more important marine invertebrate sound producers
belong to the Crustacean Arthropods, the Molluscs, and possibly
the Echinodermata  sea-urchins and relatives, see Figure 1!.

A. Crustaceans

1. Snapping shrimp  A1phe1dae! comprise one of the noisiest
groups in the sea, and the most extensively studied. Their
sounds are easily detected by a diver in the water. Des-
criptions of their sounds date back to 1795, and they were
certainly known prior to that. During World War II, submarine



patrols complained that sizzling and crackling in shallow
areas often masked all other water noise, and the sounds
assumed immediate importance due to their interference with
sonar signals.

The sounds are produced by large populations of small shrimps,
and local background noise levels are correlated with popula-
tion distribution. Knowledge of this, and of the biology
and distribution patterns of the shrimps, allow prediction
of the degree of interference to be expected in unmoni tored
areas . The combined snapping of a shrimp population in the
vicinity of a coral reef can exceed 45 db in the 10-20 kHz
range  see Fig. 1!.

Snapping shrimp thrive in a global belt bounded approximately
by 40'N and 40 S latitude  more specifically the 52'F
winter surface isotherm!, on coral, sponge, shel'l, or rock
bottom, in depths less than 60 meters.

Individual snaps are short chi rps with wideband frequencies
extending to over l5 kHz. Our recordings in the Virgin
Islands indicate apparent dominant frequencies at about 3 kHz
and 5,5 kHz.
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Figure 9. Snapping Shrimp noises

The mechanism of sound production in snapping shrimp is the
larger of two chelipeds  claws!. The dactyl  movable claw!
is opened and may be held so by sucker-like discs on it and
the chela  stationary claw!. Tension placed upon the dactyl
by adductor muscles closes the claw quickly and the glancing
blow of the dactyl against the chela produces a snap-like
sound  intensity often equal to that produced by snapping
a large dry twig in two!.
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~~c red. ~

Figure 10. The snappinq shrimp possesses an enlarged claw.
The movable finger of this claw snaps sharply downward and
produces a sound as it strikes the immovable "thumb."

 after Dumortier, 1963!  from Tavolga, 'l96S!

Although snapping shrimp are the noisiest of the crustacea
it is thought by some that the noise itself has no signifi-
cance behaviorally, and is simp'ly a by-product of another
acti vi ty.

When the claw is closed quickly a tooth on the dactyl is
forced quickly i nto a cavity in the chela resulting in an
extremely intense squi rt of water whi ch can be directed at
a predator or prey  offense or defense!. A predator may thus
be chased away or forbidden entrance to the burrow or cavity
i n whi ch the shrimp 1i ves . A potential meal on the other
hand may be stunned by the intense stream of water  and
possib1y the loud snap! and therefore easily captured.

2, Spiny Lobster  Palinuridae!

Stridulatory sound production by spiny lobsters was mentioned
by Athenaeus in the 3rd century A.D. The sounds produced are
rasps and are known to any who have ever captured one of the
creatures alive, The frequency and temporal structures are
as shown in Figure 3 of the preceeding section. The sound
producing mechanism is composed of a process on the inner
face of the basal joint of the antenna. This process fits
exactly over a longitudinal swelling along the side of the
rostrum  snout! . The swelling has mi nute teeth pointing
forward. A striated membrane on the lower surface of the
antennary process is drawn across the toothed rostral swelling,
thereby produci ng a str idulatory vi brati on or rasp .



Figure ll. The spiny lobsters have a stridulatory organ at the
base of the large antennae. A finely toothed orange ridge
 a! is rubbed by a stiff membrane at the base of the antenna  b!.
The inside surface of the membrane is also serrated, and the
rasping sound is produced when the base of the antenna is
raised and the stridulatory membrane is stroked against the
orange ridge.  after Moulton, 1957! from Tavolga, 1965!

The significance of the rasp is not thoroughly understood,
but the sound has been observed during fights between two
individuals. Sound is usually produced during capture or
disturbance and is accompanied by violent abdominal contrac-
tions, resulting in tail flips which propel the lobster
backwards as it attempts to escape.

3. Additional known crustacean sound producers include certain
barnacles  see Fig. 2!, crabs, mantis shrimps, penaeid
shrimps, and others.

B. Molluscs  clams, snails, squids, octopi, etc.!

1. Mussels  Myti lidae!

Whereas snapping shrimp produce localized intense noises in
south temperate and tropical zones, similar background noises
have been ascribed tu the Mussel, Nautilus edulis, in New
England coastal waters.

These bivalves {clams ! attach to the substrate i n large
groups by means of a byssus composed of elastic threads which
they continually secrete. Population concentrations occur
from the Arctic to Cape Hatteras in estuaries where salinity
is greater than 25.3A' and where the substrate is hard enough
 pilings, rocks, peat-like banks, etc!.
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eads

hard
substrate

Figure 12. mussel attached to substrate  after Fish 1964!

In an attempt to obtain a better position for feeding, and to
prevent smothering by silt, members of a population move about
by breaking or dislodging certai n byssal threads, secreting
new ones, or adding to old ones. They apply pressure to the
threads by protruding and anchori ng their muscular foot to
the substrate and reorienting themselves, thereby stretching
the threads, Stretching apparently causes a snappi ng noise
to occur, as does dislodging or breakage. Snaps are of high
amplitude wi th their greatest energy between 1 and 4 kHz.

Definite diurnal cycles of activity are indicated by variations
in the rate of snapping in a mussel community. For example,
24 hr. monitoring periods indicate that snaps of 80-90 db
reached a peak of 170/min at noon, fell to 28/min at 1900 hr.
 sunset!, and then rose rapidly again after 0630 hr,  sunrise!,

The snapping and crackling of musseIs is most persistent in
Naragansett Bay in summertime when the water is warmer. This
situation can be duplicated in the laboratory by raising the
temperature from 10 C to 20'C. An increase in sound production
is thus induced, indicating that the musse] activity rate is
quite dependent upon temperature.

This also illustrates that certain sound production cycles
are influenced by changes in envi ronmental factors  light
intensity, temperature, and others! on a daily and seasonal
basis, and can therefore be used in some cases as indicators
of such changes. It also indi cates that bio-acoustical tech-
niques can be employed to indicate behavioral phenomena not
otherwise suspected in soniferous animals.



2. Other molluscs are known to produce less intense adventi ti ous
sound.. Various clams, including scallops, produce clicks
when they close their valves. Squ~d produce popping noises
with the expulsion of water through thei r propulsi ve siphon
 analogous to the forced escape of air from a toy baloon!.

VI . Sound Production and Sonic Mechanisms i n Marine Fishes:

Fish and Mowbray recently published a book, "Sounds of Western
North Atlantic Fishes," in which they describe sounds of 220 species
of fishes from the Atlantic Coast of' the U. S. and the Caribbean.

Considering the limited nature of i nvestigations so far, and the
fact that there are over 15,000 species of fish there is no way of
knowing at the present time how many are capable of sound production.
Some very vociferous forms have been known since antiqui ty  croakers
of the fami ly Sci aeni dae!. In some cases the fish choruses can be heard
out of water by the unaided ear. Fishermen have also employed pipes
or other stethoscope-like devices to locate concentrations of soniferous
fishes.

A. Stri dul a tory mechani sms:

Fish sounds produced by stridulation of hard parts cover a
frequency range of from below 100 Hz to above 8000 Hz. The
predominant frequencies lie commonly in the 1000 to 4000 Hz range.

Some stridulations are modified due to the resonating quali-
ties of the swim bladder, but others are not.

Swim bladder modulated stridulations:

One of the best examples of this type of sound production is
exhibited by the grunts  family Pomadasyidae!.

In these fishes opposing patches of teeth located in the
pharynx are rubbed together by muscular action. The resulting
scrape is modulated by the swim bladder, which acts as a
resonator, into grunts, croaks, thumps, or knocks which range
from 100-8000 Hz, but have predominant frequenci es below
l000 Hz. The sounds are generally produced when the animal
is disturbed or captured.



Figure 13. 4 dissection of the pharyngeal region of the grunt
shows the location of the pharyngeal teeth that act as stidula-
tory organs in many species. The lower patch of denticles  b!
is at the point of juncture of the gill arches and it is grated
against the upper patch  a! during normal feeding or in sound
production, The swim bladder  c!, which is nearby, can act
as a "resonator" to change the quality of the sound.

 from Tavolga 1965!

2. Unmodulated stridulation:

Feeding acti vi ties of fi shes usually result in mechanical
noises produced by the action of tooth against tooth or
tooth against food.

These sounds possess predominant frequencies in the 1000 to
4000 Hz range and are usually described as rasps, scratches,
c'Iicks, or scrapes. For example: Parrotfishes  Scaridae!
have beaklike teeth for scrapi ng epifaunaI organisms from
reefs and rocks.

Some species produce stridulations through the rubbing of
bone against bone, e.g., seahorse  Hippocampus!, pipefish
 Syngnathus!.
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Figure 14. Parrotfish teeth used for scraping food from
rock surfaces and reefs

8. Hydrodynamic and Swimming Sounds:

The movement of any object through water will create dis-
placements and compressional waves. Nany of these compressional
waves, although generally below 500 Hz, and frequently subsonic,
can be detected as sound by most hydrophones.

Such sounds can be produced in three ways by swimmi ng
fishes:

l. rhythmical effects of undulatory movements,

Z. turbulence generated by flow noise  turbulences and con-
comitant pressure fluctuations produced by the motion of a
body through water!,

3. internally generated sounds due to friction between bones
and muscles.

The most intense swimming noise occurs when a fish, or school of
fish, turns rapidly or changes velocity.

Such a maneuver sounds like a low roar or a wooden maIlet
hitting the side of a boat underwater.

Additional examples.

1. The Biackbar So1dierfish. ~Mri ristjs jacobus, produces a
fluttering during a momentarily violent chase to defend its
territory against intruders.
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Seconds

f '«pure l5. f utter of thy< ~irlstis jacopus

2. The swimming sounds of the Grayshy, during a lunge for prey,
resemble those of a flock of birds rising.

3. ff Trunkfish, which propels itsel f by skull ing motions of its
fins, can sometimes sound much iive a moth fluttering in
ones cupped hands,

C. Swim Hladder Mechanisr>s:

The function of the swimbladder in altering the quality of
stridulatory sounds has already been mentioned. It also functions
as the primary sound producing mechanism i n numerous cas es, and
by several means.

1. Gas expulsion:

In Physostomous fishes  those sfhose swimbladders is connected
to the esophagus through a tube,' small bubbles are blown from
the swim bladder i nto the e ophagus and pharynx producing a
series of pulses.

Pneumatic duct

Pharynx
 mouth cavi

Figure 16. Pathway of bubbles during sound production by =ertain
physostomous fishes



Such has been reported as the method of sound production in
the Atlantic eel ~An uilla.

2. Extri ns i c Muscles:

The utilization of certain body wall muscles to vibrate the
swimbladder is common. These muscles are usually contiguous
to or attached to the swim bladder at some point.

Figure 17. The drumfish possesses its sonic muscles in the
lateral body wall, as shown in this dissection. The sonic
muscles  b! vibrate against the swim bladder  a!,  af I;er
Schneider and Hasler, 1960! from Tavolga 1965!

Drumfish and Croakers {Sciaenidae! possess a pair of muscles
in the lateral body wall adjacent to the swim bladder, and
attached to the dorso-medial region of the bladder by a tendon.

4TLllkTIC CROAKER
der&re/I&fee ender&re&

free&ence

0! tel  8

. iHNiiliiiiHii
0 I

0 I 'I I I I I I I I I I I I I
.0 I .0 1,0

tive 8 ~ ca&de

Figure 18. Sonogram of Croaker sounds  from Fish 8 Mowbray 1970!



The muscles act as constrictors exerting and releasing
pressure on the bladder during cycles of contraction and
relaxation. The vibrating of the muscles and the accompany-
ing cyclical deformation of the swim bladder function to
generate low frequency grunts and croaks.

Squirrelfishes are among the most soniferous of fishes.
On coral reefs the chorus of squirrelfish sounds is second
in significance only to snapping shrimp noises.

The squi rrelfish mechanism involves two muscles, some ribs,
and the swim bladder.

Oorsal ribsAttachment

Sku

First and second
ventral ribs

Figure 19. Sonic mechanism in the squirrelfish Holocentrus
rufus.  after Minn & Marshall 1963!

The muscles, when twitching, pull the anterior lateral walls
of the swim bladder forward and backward and in and out.
The deformation of the bladder decreases posteriorly, but
generates strong compressional waves and, therefore, sounds
With thi s mechanism the fish produces ei ther grunts or
staccato calls.

See Figure 6 in the previous section, I'lt, on spectral analysis.
for a sonogram of squirrelfish staccatos.

The biological significance of squirrelfish sounds is not
thoroughly understood but during the dav HoIocentrus ascensionis
maintains a specific territory. Grunts and very short staccatos
seem associated wi th terri toriaI defense Aggressive encounters
are usua'lly accompani ed by fin erection and a chase, possibly
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nipping, and sometimes staccatos or grun;s. It is not clear whether
the chased, or chaser, or both produce the sounds.

For part of the night at least, H. ascensionis move out over the
reef, apparent'ly in search of food. Associated with this are apparent
spontaneous staccato calls which, where the fishes are numerous,
result in a chorus resembling the cooing of doves  Fig. 20!.
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Figure 20. Die] cycle of acoustica1 activity in Holocentrus
ascensionis.  Bright, unpublished!

It is interesting here to note the hearing capability of
H, ascensionis in comparison to humans.
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Figure 21. Composite graph showing comparisons of audiograms of
the squirr elfish  Holocentrus ascensionis!, the blue-striped
grunt  Haemulon sciurus, and the human hearing curve according
tn Sivian and Wh~ite 1933!. A11 these curves are 91ntted
against the extreme left-hand ordinate in terms of acoustic
intensity  N/cm~!. The acoustic pressures in water are on the
left ordinate and the equivalent acoustic pressures in air  against
which the human audiogram is plotted! are on the right-hand
ordinate.  Nodinsky and Tavolga 1964!
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The threshold of hearing for H. ascensionis is lowest  hearing
most sensitive! at about 500-1000 Hz. This is the range of frequencies
wherein sonographs show the maximum expenditure of energy by this
species in sound production. Thus the ear of the fish is, not unex-
pectedly, well suited to detect sounds produced by individuals of its
own species.

The grunt, Haemuion scuirus, a stridulatory sound producer,
shows maximum sensitivity in the region be'tow 500 Hz. Sonographic
analysis shows clearly that this is the region of maximum energy
expenditure during sound production for this species.

D. Intrinsic Muscles:

Those sonic muscles completely attached to the swim bladder
are referred to as intrinsic muscles. Under these conditions
the swim bladder and attached muscles may actually be removed
from the fish and stimulated electrically to produce sounds.
Hecause of the intimate connection between bladder and muscles
this system is probably the most efficient sound producing
mechanism among the fishes. Certain Toadfishes  Batrachoididae!,
when disturbed, are capable of producing a sound which can be
compared to a sledge hammer being struck against a rock underwater.

The Toadfish ~0 sanus tau also produces a unique harmonic

boatwhistle-like sound. Figure 22. The toadfish possesses
probably the most efficient
sonic mechanism among the fishes.
A dissection revea'fs the swim
bladder  a! as a heart-shaped
sac within the body cavity.
Two heavy bands of muscle
tissue  b! are attached
to the sides of the bladder.
 from Tavolga 1965!
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Figure 23. Sonograms of various toadfish sounds  from Minn 1964!

The boatwhistle sound, produced only by the male, is
definitely associated with courting behavior. The male maintains
spacing between himself and other males durinq the breeding
season, and possibly attracts females, by emitting the sound.
The depth of water in which the fish resides has a definite
effect, on the relative strength of certain toadfish sound
harmonics. This is possibly related to the formation of standing
waves at some frequencies at certain shallow depths. Similarly,
when animals reside on hard as opposed to soft bottoms, a change
in intensity of certain harmonics is noticed. These observations
cast doubt upon the accuracy of observations made on fishes in
captivity in small aquaria, at least where harmonic sounds are
concerned.

Me have experienced a great difference in the apparent
relationship between frequency and energy expenditure between
certain non-harmonic sounds made in the laboratory and in the
field by the same species of fish.

E. An idea of the 8iological Significance of Fish Sounds is given
by the following table from Minn, 1964.



Table l. Correlations between sounds and specific phases of
behavior in some fishes
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VII. Sound Production in Marine Mammals:

All marine mammal groups contain species which are known sound
producers, and all hut the order Carnivora, containing the Sea Otter
~Enh dra iutra, have representatives known to produce sounds under-
water.

E,G. Seals  Pinnipeda!

Unde rwa te r ba rk s
He11- like underwater sounds of the wa'lrus

Sea Cows  Sirena!

Squeaky and ragged underwater sounds

Porpoises and whales  Cetacea!

Extre,.eely vociferous underwater

A. Cetacean sounds:

These are the subject of much inquiry and interest due to
their potential to interfere with sonar, and also due to the
echclocation abilities of certain cetaceans.

The frequency range of cetacean sounds is phenomenal,
extendinc from below 20 Hz in some Mysticete  toothless! whales
to well into the ultrasonic realm in the case of the Odontocete
 toothed! whales and porpoises.

The behavlora! significance of cetacean sounds is, again,
poorly understood. The animals are extremely difficult to
observe in the wild, being very mobile pelagic creatures. In
captiv;ty thei r behavior is undoubtedly quite unlike that in
the natural habitat.

In general, we can say that cetacean sounds are ei ther
communicati ve  conveyi ng informati on from one individual to
another! or navigational  echolocation!.

Almost nothi ng is known of the specific meani ngs of the
typi cally low frequency �0-1000 Hz! Nysticete sounds. Some
feel that the sonorous moans and screams of the Humpback Mha',e,
~Me a~tera, as it migrates past Bermuda are manifestations of
reproductive urges. There is good evidence that Odontocetes
can vocally communicate information concerning their environment
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to members of their herd. Some herds may even have their own
individual dialects . Information is apparently transmitted
largely through frequency modulation. See Section III for
examples.

l. Echolocation

T~ursio s truncatus, the 1!ottlenose Dolphin, has been studied
quite extensively in an attempt to define its echolocation
capabilities. The only types of signals clearly implicated
in echolocation are creaking or clicking sound tra~ns,
frequently resembling a rusty hinge or a squeaking door noise
lasting 2-10 sec. Such sounds, however, may be accompanied
by other sounds of the communi cati ve c1ass .

Where vision is difficu1t or where a particularly interesting
target is located the repetition rate of pulse emission may
achieve 500 to 600 c1icks per second, and what we perceive
as squawks or barks may be the result of trains of clicks
produced at rates up to 1200 per sec.

The clicks themselves are "white noise" probably extending
up to 170 kHz but with the majority of energy expendi ture
below 30 kHz
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Figure 24. Echolocation clicks of the Porpoise Steno.  from
Norris and Evans, 1967!



The hearing ability of Tursiops truncatus corresponds very
well to this regime being most sensitive from 30-50 kHz.
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Figure 25, Audiogram of threshold values  Tursiops & Man!. The
triangles, circles, and crosses represent thresholds taken using
the J-9, TN-8A and LC-10, respectively. The solid curve is the
human audiogram of Sivian and White �933! plotted against the
ordinate in watts/cm . The other ordinate scale gives pressure
leve1 in dB  re 1 >bar! in water. This scale can be converted
to dB  re 0.0002 dynes/cm ! by adding 74 dB. The noise spectrum
 not shown! for zero sea state  see Nellen �952!! is about
40 dB  re 1 qbar! at 100 Hz decreasing with increasing fre-
quency at the rate of approximately 5 dB per octave.  from

Johnson 1962!

Clicks are produced underwater without release of air to the
outside, apparently by the following mechanism.
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Figure 26. Sonic mechanisms in cetaceans. The series of two
diagrams illustrate schematically the production of click sounds
in the porpoise, as reconstructed by Norris  't964!. In the
upper figure, the blowhole  a! is open, as in a breathing cycle,
and air can pass, during exhalation, from the larynx  b!
through the nasal passages  arrows!. Hhen the blowhole closes,
the upper vestibular sacs  c! become inflated. In the lower
figure, the nasal plugs  d! block the nasal passage and pressure
is exerted on the vestibular sacs. Air trickles past a small
lip into the tubular sacs  e!, inflating them, The click train
is produced when air is farced through the narrow connecting
sacs  f! into the lower premaxi llary sacs  g!. Recycling can
occur by relaxati on of the nasal plugs, which permi ts air to
flow back into the vestibular sacs,  from Tavolga 1965!
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Sounds are also produced by extruding air through the blowhole,
and probably by forcing air through the larynx, although cetaceans
have no vocal cords.

Echolocation sounds, nowever, apparently originate at the slits
of the tubular sacs. These sounds, at least at 100 kHz, are highly
directional and in some cases are only detected by a hydrophone
when the dolphin's nose is pointed di r ctly at it. How the direction-
alityy is achieved is not thoroughly understood bur it is speculated
that the manner i n which the sound is reflected from the skul'I and
adjacent structures plays a crucial ro1e.

Figure 77. Diagram of a porpoise head with ar;ows to illustrate
the possible sound pathways using the base ~f the tubular
sacs as the point af sound source. Reflection can occur from
the nasal surfac ~ of the sku11  a!, tne vestibular  b! and
premaxillary sacs  c!, and the upper jaw which contains an air
sac extension of the eustachian canal. A11 these reflected
and direct sound paths are further focussed by the melon  d!
whose fatty tissue acts as an acoustic lens. Sound reception,
according to Norris �964!, can take place through the 1ower
jaw  e! which is acoustically coupled to the dense bone
surrounding the inner ear  f!.  after Norris, 1964! from

Tavolga 1964!

The fatty me1on is thought to be an acoustical lens, focusing the
clicks into a narrow forward directed beam. The melon can be
deformed by muscles adjacent to i t.

Cup-shaped processes of the Maxi llary  upper jaw! bones form a
parabolic reflecting area behind the sound source but the bones on
the left and riqht of the midline are not symmetrical. These
asymmetries in the shapes of the bones are thought to result in a



modulation, by differentially resonating or damping certain portions
of the total sound emission as it is reflected from the anterior
surface of the craniums which produces essentially 2 beams, one on
1ef t and one on the ri ght, having sl ightly di fferent acousti cal
properties.

Figure 28. kypothetical overlapping asymmetrical echolocation
beams of Bottlenose Dolphin

Such bilateral variations in sound quality and pressure would
be represented in returned echoes in relation to the position of
the object being scanned.

T~ursio s is known to produce a sound emission that is asyasaetrica I'
with regard to sound pressures on either side of its rostrum above
the level of the lower jaw. It is likely that such asymmetry will
be found to extend to frequency and harmonic composition as well.

Cetaceans ears are customarily acoustically isolated from the
surrounding medi um by being enclosed in a mass of mucous foam which,
because of the gas bubbles it contains, prevents most of the sound
from reaching the ear unless i t enters through a specifi c sound
transmission linkage.

In Tursio~s, returning echolocation clicks apparently enter the
receptor system at the forward tip of the lower jaw, through pores
in the bone, and are transmitted to the region of the ear through a
mass of fatty ti ssue. Thus reception as well as transmission seems
to be directional',y oriented in these forms  see Figure 26!.
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THE SONAR EQUAT ION S

R. Z. Urick
Research Physicist
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Md. 20910

l. Uses of the E uations

The sonar equations are a set of relationships among the
basic factors of sonar. They

" ""'"" 2'� '" ""'
"Pos t"-dic tions � f or existing sonar s

b. make possible the rational design of new sonars

c. form a convenient, framework to tie together all the
important effects occurring in underwater sound.

2. E~xam les

Examples of simple problems in prediction and design are

a. How far away can a diver, using a particular
hand-held echo ranging set, detect the presence of
a target such as a wreck on the ocean floor?

b. What modifications of the present design can be made
within practical limits � to achieve a specified
longer detection range, or lower cost at the same
range?

3. The Basic E ualit

The equations rest on a certain basic equality. It is:
when a certain system function is just achieved,

back round maskin level.
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4. The words in the basic equality may be stated to mean
signal = the desired portion of the acoustic field

level = the "intensity", or rate of acoustic power
flow across a given unit area, expressed in
db relative to that of a standard intensity.

background = the undesired portion of the acoustic
field

masking = that portion of the background that masks or
interfers with the signal.

5. Sonar Parameters

To proceed further, we must expand the basic equality in
terms of quantities called the sonar arameters. These
quantities, while not unique, have been established by sonar
usage, and are related to the medium, the tarcaet or the

t:

Parameters Defined b the Medium

Transmission Loss  TL!

Ambient Noise Level  NL!

Reverberation Level  RL!

Parameters Defined b the Tar et

Target Strength  TS!  for "active" sonars!

Target Source Level  SL!  for "passive" sonars!

Parameters Defined b the E ui ment

Projector Source Level  SL!

Self-noise Level  NL!

Receiving Directivity Index  DI!

Detection Threshold  DT!
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Note, in passing, that the same symbol is used some times
for more than one parameter. This means that they are
basically the same and occur in the same way in the equations.
Note also that the above choice is arbitrary; other quantities
might be used, such as sound velocity or scattering cross-
section. The various parameters have been established by
sonar usage; various symbols for the parameters appear in the
literature. The parameters are all ratios of intensity or
power, and are therefore expressible in decibels. Table l
lists these ratios; Table 2 gives units and reference points.

6.

With these definitions, the signal level on the left side
of the basic equality is given by

SL � 2 TL! + TS for active sonars"

for passive sonars.SL � TL

7. Back round Level

The background masking level is

NL � DI + DT for noise backgrounds

for reverberation backgrounds  active
sona

RL + DT

8. Statement of the Z uations

We have nherefore one sonar equation for the passive case,
namely:

SL � TL = NL � DI + DT

and two for the active case, depending on the kind of back-
ground:

SL � 2  TL! + TS = NL � DI + DT  noise! **

 reverberation!**RL + DT

"Using a coincident sound source and receiving array both
pointing toward target. This is the "Nonostatic" case. For
bistatic operation, using a separated source and receiver,
the 2TL's are different and we would have SL - TLL � TL2 + TS.

"~The two DT's in these equations will, in general, be different.



THE SONAR PARAMETERS, THEIR DEFINITIONS,
AND MEASURENENT LOCATIONS

Definition~Smbo j.Parameter

Source Level
reference int<-nsity*

TL

10 log

incident intensity*

Noise Level

DI

*The reference intensity is that of a. plane
wave of rms pressure 1 dyne/cm

Transmis=ion

Loss

Target
Strength

 Receiving!
Directivity

Index

Reverberation
Lev .1

Detection

Threshold

10 log intensity of source

10 log signal intensity at.
1 ard

signal intensity
target or receiver

echo intensity at
1 d from tar.;et

10 log noise intensitZ~
re ference intens ity*

10 log noise power generated
by an equivalent non-
directional hydro hone
noise power generated
by actual hydrophone

10 log reverberation power at
~hdr,a'. ne terminals
pow r �.:ener-.ted by
signal of ref..rence
intensity*

10 log signal power to just
perform a certa.in
function

noise power at hydro-
phone terminals
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TABLE 2

TERMINOLOGY OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF
THE SONAR PARAMETERS

RemarksName Parameters

SL- 2  TL ! +TSEcho Level

NL-DI+DT

RL+DT

SL-2  TL!+TS
�  NL- DI+DT !

Echo Excess

SL-  NL-DI!Per formapce
Figure

Noise Masking
Level

Reverberation
Masking Level

Figure of Merit SL- NL-DI+DT!

The intensity of the echo
as measured in the water at:
the hydrophone

Another name for these two
combinations is "minimum
detectable echo level"

Detection just occurs, under
the probability conditions
implied in the term DT, when
the echo excess is zero.

Difference between the
source level and the noise
level measured at, the hydro-
phone terminals

Equals the maximum allowable
one-way transmission loss
in passive sonars, or 0he
maximum allowable two-way
loss for TS=O in active
sonars.
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9. Significance of DT

The equality of the sonar equat,ions means that, when the
equality occurs, a certain function is just being performed.
This function may be detection  implied by the term  Detection
Threshold! or, target acquisition  as by a diver making an
acoustic sweep!, or a mine actuation  as in an acoustic mine!
or a succes "ul classification. The worLjust implies certain
probabilities. Both th function involved an the desired
probabilities affect an.-! determine the DT in the equations.

10.

For certain purposes, particular names have been given
to different combinations of parameters. These are listed in
Table 3. Of these the most popular is fi ure-of-merit. When
the background is noise, the figure-of-merit. lumps together
all the equipment parameters against an arbitrary, specified
target. Its magnitude is an indicator of the "merit" of the
sonar, and is equal to the maximum tolerable TL for which the
target can be detected with a detection probability  and a
false alarm probability! implied by the value of DT used.

Another useful number is echo excess for active sonars
or si nal excess for passive sonars. It is the signal-to-
background ratio expressed in db. It is zero when detection
just occurs and the sonar equation is satisfied. It is a
positive number of db at short ranges and a negative number
at long ranges.

Generally speaking, in a design or prediction problem
the engineer will make a plot of signal level and background
level vs. range over all ranges of interest, as a key to what
is occurring at ranges other than the one at which detection
 or some other function! takes place.

11. Difficult with Short Transients

The equations are written in terms of intensity. SL in
particular is the intensity of the sound emitted by the source,
avera ed over a eriod of time. But over what period? For
long-pulse sonars, there is no difficulty in specifying an
averaging time; the time period is essentially that of the
pulse itself. But what about short pulse sonars? In parti-
cular, how about explosive sound sources for which the
intensity vs. time function is like Fig. la?

12. Waveform Distortion

An added problem for short transients is the time dis-
tortion introduced by 1! propagation in the medium and 2! the
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finite size of the target in echo ranging. This distortion
is sometimes so severe, as for explosive pulses, that the
echo bears no similarity in waveform to the initial emitted
waveform. Compare the echo of Fig. lb with the waveform of
Fig. la. Even more severe distortion occurs for explosive
transmission down the deep ocean "Sofar" sound channel,
wherein an explosion becomes a long drawn-out blob some 10
seconds long after propagating a thousand miles.

13. Conservation

To get. around this difficulty, we appeal to energy
considerations, noting that by whatever mechanisms this
distortion takes place, the acoustic energy of the source,
in the absence of absorptive processes, must be conserved.
As an example, we may note that spherical spreading in a
uniform, non-absorptive, unbounded medium is a result of con-
servation of energy, not of intensity.

14. Intensit and Ener Flux Densit

In terms of the pressure-time function p t! of a plane
wave the average intensity Over the interval 0 to T is

1 ~ p  t!T 2

T pc
0

The energy flux density of the wave is the total acoustic
energy pa.ssing through a unit area, and is given by

This is finite for a transient p t! . If p t! lasts only from
time 0 to time T, then we have E = I T.

15. Echo Level for Ener

If we use energy flux density instead of intensity in
the active sonar equation, the energy flux density level of
the echo is, as before,

SL' � 2  TL' ! + TS'

where SL' is the energy flux density of the source as just
defined, TL' is the transmission loss for energy flux density
and iS the Same aS the Ordinary TL in the Steady State long-
pulse case, and TS' is a ratio of energy flux densities of
the echo and the incident wave Iall in db!. On the right
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we must multiply it by a time  by adding 10 log time in db!
to convert it to energy density.

16. Echo Duration

The time to be used in this conversion is somewhat

arbitrary but the duration of the echo suggests itself as
being most reasonable. If this is called te, the right-hand
side becomes

NL � DI + DT + 10 log

One carrying over 10 log te to the left side we obtain an
equation of intensity instead of energy density

SL' � 10 log te + 2 TL!' + TS' = NL � DI + DT

where TL' and TS' are intensity ratio  in db! appropriate for
CN a Long-pulse sonars, for which all propagation paths can be

source level equivalent SL' � 10 log te  after converting to
db! to divide the energy flux density of the source by the
duration of the echo. For short pulses, the echo duration
te becomes a sonar parameter in its own right.

17. E uivalent Source Level

If short flat topped pings of duration to are used for
echo ranging, the energy density source level is

SL' = SX + 10 log t.

and the source level to be used in the sonar equations is

SL + 10 log to/te

18. Si nal Stretchin

t is always longer than t . The medium and target
ostretch out the initial source pulse. This stretching is

caused by multipath propagation  involving a spread of travel
times! and by the extension in range of the target  ditto! .
For long-pulse sonars, te and to are nearly the same, but. for
short pulses, for which te <> to, the effective source level
is less and must be taken into account in calculations.

19.

The ef feet of signal stretching is not all band, however,
because it increases the time available for signal integration



or processing, and improves DT. Hence there is here a
partial but not total, compensation for the lower source
level caused by signal stretching of short pulses.

DT = 10 log d/2t

5 log rlw/ r

20. Radar Ra~loqiea

Similar equations occur in radar, thauqh in l.inear
form and with cliffereni param !ers. An example i~ chive» in
Skolnik "Introduction to Radar Systems", NcGraw-Hill, 1962,
Eq. 201 as

1/4
P GA 0

R
max ~4 ! 2

where R = maximum radar range, P = transmitted power,
G = antMÃa gain, A = effective antenna aperture, o = radar
target cross-section, Smin =- minimum detectable siqnal, Ife

we convert to db by taking 10 times the logarithm of the
various quantities and rearrange, we obtain

P G
o 410 log � + 10 log � 10 loq R = 10 log S , -10 log A

4m 4' max min e

The analogous sonar equation is

SL + TS � 2 TL! =  NL + DT! � DI

where the corresponding quantities are given in the same order.
Note that, in radar, TL is usually taken as merely the loss
due to spherical spreading, namely 20 log r; in sonar, TL
is a complicated parameter involving the vast multitude of
effects associated with sound propagation in the sea.

21. Noise and Reverberation Limitation

In active sonars, it is necessary to know whether the
background is noise or reverberation. This requires a number
of separate computations of echo level and reverberation
level as a function of range, plus a comparison with the
noise level, to determine whether the echoes will be noise
limited or reverberation limited ~t di.fferent ranqes. Once
this is done and a plot is drawn, and if it is clear which



kind of limitation applies for the problem at hand, the
appropriate form of the equation may be used with confidence.
When large changes are made, the entire matter must be re-
examined.

22. Using the E uations

In practical use, the appropriate foxm of the equations
is solved for the particular parameter of interest. In de-

parameters noted above. In prediction problems, the unknown
is usually TL or one of the tar et arameters. Mixed situa-
tions often occur. Indeed, sonar design is a trial and error
process involving all the various parameters that are not
firmly specified in advance, and involving trade-offs between
practical design and hoped-for performance.

23. Prediction Problem

A pinging long-pulse sonar of source level 130 db and
receiving directivity index 10 db echo ranges against a tar-
get of target strength 15 db. In a noise background of
spectrum level � Hz hand! - 30 db, and with a DT of + 10 db,
at what range can it just detect the target, if simple
spherical spreading is assumed? Solving the active noise-
limited equation for TL, we obtain

2  TL! = SL + TS � NL + DI - DT

On substituting the numbers,

2 TL! = 130 + 15 + 30 + 10 � 10 = 175 db
TL = 87 1/2 = 20 log r

log r = 4.38
r = 24,000 yds

24. A Desian Problem

Here the quantity of design interest is apt to be
buried in one of the parameters. The first step is to
identify which one of the parameters is the unknown, then
solve for it, and extract the design quantity being sought.
An example is the following: A fish-finding sonar is to be
designed that will detect a school of fish of TS = 0 at a
range of 1000 yds. Its source level is to be no more than
100 db and it must give an echo 10 db above the spectrum
level of the background equal to -40 db. If it must use a
line transducer operating at a fxequency of 50 kHz, how long
must the transducer be?
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Here the unknown parameter is DI. Solving the noise
equation for DI we have

DI = 2 TL! � SL - TS + NL + DT

Assuming spherical spreading with an absorption coefficient
of 15 db/kyd, we find with r = l000, TL = 20 log r + ar x 10
60 + 15 = 75 db.

All the other quantities are stated above. Substituting
we get

DI = 150 - 100 � 0 � 40 + 10 = 20 db

For a line transducer of length L at wave length X, the
relation for DI is

DI = 10 log
2L

Substituting DI = 20, = 1.2 inches at 50 kHz, we find
L = 60 inches. If the engineer does not like this answer for
any practical reason, he would at this point go back to the
problem statement, make whatever changes he could get away
with, and resolve the sonar equation.
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SOUND PROPAGATION IN THE SEA

R..T. Uri ck

Research Physicist
Vaval Ordnanc» J.ahoratory, Silver Spring, ".4ary3,and.

1. Physical Equations of Acoustics

Equation of Continuity

au 3u au
Bs x y z+ � - + � !
Bt 3x 'ay 3z

0 P
s = "condensat,ion'

'o

u = partial velocity

Equation of State: P = f p,T!, P = pressure,
c = Gens'.ty, T = temperat8re. For small rapid changes
 adi abatic!

�!

p = P � P , P = instantenous pressure
0

k = bulk modulus

E;quations of Notion

au
x

f = p etc.
x o Bx

�!

The propagation of a disturbance in an elastic medium
rests upon the wave equation. For a perfect non-viscous
fluid, the wave equation for small disturbances can be
obtained easily from four basic relationships of physics.
These are:
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�!f = x component of force
x

Equations of Force

� ap
etc.

x 3x

�!

2. Wave Equations

On combining, differentiating, and adding the above, we
-"' ~ ~ -' ~ ~ ---. *. ~
the pressure to x, y, z, and t:

7 2

+ � � + � -!3 p 3 p
2 2

3y bz

3 p k 3 o
2 2

  �--

at 'o ax2 p 2

+2The quantity k/p has the dimensions of.  velocity! and is
abbreviated c+2. Eighteenth century mathematicians knew that0

the wave equation in one dimension  i.e., for a plane wave!
could be satisfied by functions of the form p = f  x+ct! .
It follows that c is the propagation velocity of the pressure
disturbance p.

3. Nave Theory

The wave equation can be solved by two different theo-

frequently encountered in underwater sound. Wave theory
seeks functional solutions of the wave equation that satisfy
the boundary and "puree conditions. 'l'he most simple example
is the one-dimensional equation

p 2 3 p
2 2

c2 3 2

for a plane wave propagating parallel to the y axis. This
has solutions of the form p =  ~A sin k y + ~B cos k y!

iw  t- m!
nnnnnn

e m where the terms in parentheses are adjusted. to
fit the specified pressure conditions existing at boundaries
such as the sea sur f ace and bottom, and who re the time terms
are adjusted to fit what is radiated by the source. In
practical problems the wave theory solution is often extremely
complicated.
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f = x comoonent of force
X

Equation of Force

3pf = -=- etc.
x ax

2. Have 1.quations

On combining, di f ferentiating, and adding the above, we
obtain a sincle equation, called the wave equation relatino
the pressure to x, y, z, and t:

32
7

3t

2 . 2 2
k 3 0 3 p 3 p  �.+ � � -+.

"u 3x ay 3z
2 2 ' 2

+2
The quantity k/o has the dimensions of  velocity! and is
abbreviated "+2. eighteenth centurv mathematiciar}s knew that0

the «ave. equation in one dimension  i.e., far a plane wave!
could be satisfied by functions of the form p = f  x+ct! .
It fOllows ';hat c is the prOpagation velOCity of the l~reSSure
listurbance

3. 4Iave Theory

The wave equation can be solved by two different theo-
retical aooroaches: wave theory and ray t~heor . Both are
frequently encountered in underwater sound. Wave theory
seeks functional solutions of the wave equation that satisfi
the boundary and "ource conditions. The most simple exampl»
i- the one-dimensional equation

2 2
3 p 2 3 p

2 3 2
t y

for a plane wave propagating parallel to the y axis. This
has solutions of the form p:= {~A sin k y + <8 cos k y!

iw  t- m!
nn'nnnn.

e m whe re the term.-. in r~arenthes es are ad j us ted to
m
fit the specified pressure conditions existing at boundaries
such as the sea sur f ace and bot tom, and wh~re the time term-"
@re adjusted to fit what is radiated by the source. Xn
practical problems the wave theory solution is often extrem ly
complicated.
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4 ~ . av The o rv

This centers around the idea of wave fronts and rays
normal to them. Nave fronts are surfaces o7 canstant phase.
1'he r ran b~ shown ta satisfy the eikonal equation  eikon =
".reek word for image!

dW 2 QN 2 gW 2 - � ! +  -- � ! +   � --! = n  x y z!dx ay az c
o

wher» the:;urfaces N x, 7',z! are wave fronts and ". {x,j, z!
is the index of refraction. The eikonal equation is usef ul
because  l! there is no time dependence and {2! it leads to
a set of ordinary differential equations that in turn lead
to Snell's Law and ta the equations for the curvature of ra;s
in terms of the gradient of the index of refraction n. Tnese
make ray diagrams possible. Day diagrams give a pictorial and
quantitativI. picture of the distribution of sound in the sea.

5. Comparison

Both theories have limitations. Nave theory gives a
6

difficult to interpret and having grave mathematical diffi-
culties for real boundary and medium conditions  ex. rough

that. are clearly visualized and with boundary conditions that
are easy ta insert. It does not, handle diffraction problems,
it is independent of nature of the source of sound and is
valid only under restricted conditions. These restrictions
are equivalent to saying that the direction oF a ray, t tee
sound volocity, and the sound intensity do not change much
in the distance of one wavelength. Wave theory is often
applied to propagation in sound channels, especially at low
frequencies; ray theory is appropriate for deep ocean propa-
gation where the peculiar velocity structure  c{x,y,z! 7 of
the sea can be readily taken into account.

6. Transmission Loss

The sonar parameter pertinent to propagation is trans-
mission lass, defined as

lTL = 10 log I
r

where I is the intensity at the re ference distance ',ane
yard! f. om the source, and I is the intensitv at distant

r
point.
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7. The Free Field

power P
I 1 area 4 24mrl

P
'2 2

4 mr

2
Il r2
I 2
2 rl

I  r =1!
2

TL = 10 log I = 10 log 2 = 20 log r2 db'2 �!

This is called spherical or inverse-~cCuaee spreading.

8. A Fortunate Happenstance

It often happens that for measured data spherical spread-
ing is found to occur where it has no right to occur. It is
often found in sound channels when the loss due to leakage
counter balances the gain due to channeling. Spherical
spreading is a ubiquitous occurrence that is often appealed
to in practical problems when no more precise quantization
of the propagation is possible. Yet, free-field spreading
seldom truly exists for underwater sound. Much of what
follows in this write-up deals with deviations from the
free-field condition.

9. Absorption

The absorption of sound refers to the conversion of
sound to heat. Spreading and scattering cause a loss af
intensity by redistributing the sound in space; absorption
is a true loss of sound energy. It manifests itself as a
reduction in intensity in terms of a certain number of
decibels per unit distance travelled, and is expressed as
an attenuation coefficient a db per kiloyard. a varies
strongly with temperature, frequency, and salinity. Examples
of the magnitude of a for a salinity of 35 ppt are as follows:

The simplest propagation condition is that of the
unbounded, uniform, absorption-free fluid. By conservation,
the acoustic power p  or more properly the energy flux
density! crossing any spherical surface surrounding the source
is the same. Therefore the intensity Il at distance rl is
related to the intensity I2 at r2 by



Uncertain.071 kHz

10 kHz

100 kHz

1.0

Low Freq. Red. Freq. High Freq.
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where a is in db per k iloyard and f is in kHz. The three
terms, in the order of frequency, correspond to the three
processes mentioned above.

10. A Rule of Thumb

The combination of spherical spreading eius an attenu-
ation due to absorption give the following expression for
the transmission loss TL  from 1 yard! out to r yards:

-3
TL = 20 log r + ar x 10

where a is in db per kiloyard. This expression applies
strictly only for short. ranqes and high f requencies~ but is
also useful, as a working rule, for many other conditions,
as mentioned in paragraph 8 above.

At high frequencies, beyond 500 kHz, the viscosity of the
sea water medium is the dominant cause of absorption. At
lower frequencies, in the range 5-500 kHz. abs<~rption is
caused by an ionic relaxation process of the NgSo4 molecule--
one of the minor dissolved salts in sea water--a process
having a relaxation time of the order of 10 microseconds.
At still lower frequencies, below 5 kHz, another process,
of yet undetermined origin, becomes important. All told,
because of these various processes, the absorption coeffi-
cient varies with frequency at a fixed temperature of 39'F
in a remarkably complicated manner, as follows:



ll. Velocity of Sound  properly, "Speed" of Sound!

The velocity of sound in sea water is the most precisely
known of al3. underwater acoustic quantities. It has been
determined by precise laboratory measurements with an uncer-
tainty of only a few hundredths of one percent. It varies in

F'ormulas and tables have been. published by tlilson, Del Grosso
and others. Generally speaking, the velocity of sound increases
with increasing temperature, salinity, and deoth. The rncreaae
of velocity with depth is important in isothermal water, such
as in mixed 3.ayers and at great, depths in deep water.

12. Velocity Profile in the Deep Sea

Sound velocity varies with depth in deep open water in
characteristic manner. At any particular spot in the sea,

the velocity-death function is called the velocity profile at
that spat. Because the temperature largely determines the
velocity, it is commonly determined from shipboard with a
bathythermograph  BT! which gives a curve of temperatur vs.
depth. Comnlicated instruments suitable for use at sea to
measure sound v=locity directly--called velocimeters--may be
bought from a number of manufacturers. Yet, no discrepancv
between the v lncity computed from the BT and that measured
with a ve3.ocimeter in deep water aopears to have ever been
noted.

The deep -ea may be divided into a number of layers
having di f ferent characteri sti cs.:Jear the surface down to
depths of a few hunr3red feet occurs the surface layer tnat is
sub ject to the near-surface influences of h ating and cool-
ing, evaporation and wind-mixing. Below the surface layer
in mid and nigh latitudes is a layer of decreasing velocity
cal led the seasonal thermocline having a temperature gradient
that varies with the seasons. Below this layer, down to a
depth of 3000-4000 feet in mid-latitudes, i" the main thermo-
cline in which occurs the main part of the decrease in temo-
erature between the surface and the cold abyssal depths of
the oceans. F'rom here to the bottom occurs the deep isother-
mal layer where the water is essentially isothermal  near
39'F! and the velocity of sound increases with depth.

There is therefore a depth in the sea at which the
velocity of sound is a minimum. This minimum forms the axis
of the deep sound channel in which sound is constantly
returned ta the axis by refraction within the layers of th
velocity profile having opposite gradients above and below.
The sound channel axis in the North Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans is deepest at 3.atitudes near 30'N. It lies at
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slightly shallower depth near the equator, and rises to
near the surface in high latitudes. A typical velocity
profile is shown in Fig. l.

13e Refraction

The practical importance of the velocity profile is that
by using it ra dia rams can be drawn to shaw the regions of
low sound intensity s adow zones! and high intensity  con-
vergence zones!. More generaTTy ray diagrams show how
sounou is drstributed throughout the body of the ses. From
computer-produced ray diagrams, accurate measurements can be
made to give the intensity at moderate ranges away from
shadow zones and caustics.

14. The Sea Surface

The surface of the sea exerts profound influences on
underwater sound:

�! It forms a mirror-like reflector  when not too
rough! that creates interference regions of high and low
intensity in the near sound field.

�! It scatters sound incident on it, so as to redis-
tribute sound in space and give rise to surface reverberation.

�! It casts a shadow, forming a shadow zone, at shallow
depths when a negative gradient extends up to the surface.

�! It contributes to the background of ambient noise
by a process not yet completely understood.

15. The Sea Bottom

The sea bottom also affects underwater sound in various
ways.

�! It is also a reflector of sound  through a much
poorer one than the sea surface! and provides paths for
reaching long ranges in deep water by the bottom reflection
 bottom-bounce!.

�! It is a scatterer as well as a reflector, creating
bottom reverberation.

�! It casts a shadow in the positive sound velocity
gradient near the deep sea bottom.



The ref lectivity of the sea bottom is of great practical
importance to present-day sonars. The reflection loss at
the bottom is affected by the contour  roughness! of the
bottom, the density and sound velocity of the bottom materials,
and the layered structure of the bottom  since low frequency
sounds penetrate it to considerable depths! . The ref lectivity
of the ocean flow has been surveyed by the Narine Geophysical
Survey of the USN Oceanographic Office, and survey work con-
tinues at the present time.

16. Sound Channels

Because of the peculiarities of most velocity profiles,
together with the existence of the ocean boundaries, channels
or ducts exist in the sea. A channel or duct may be said to
occur whenever sound, in travelling horizontally outward from
the source, is prevented from spreading vertically and
becomes confined to some extent--by the boundaries of the
channel. various kinds of sound channels are found in the
sea. Some are caused primarily by the boundaries, others bv
the presence of layers in the sound velocity profile contain-
ing a velocity minimum. In such layers, refraction causes
sound to return repeatedly to the depth of minimum velocity.
This depth is called the axis of the sound channels

17. Transmission Loss in Channels

A simple model for transmission in sound channels leads
to the following expression for the transmission loss  from
1 yard! to r yards:

TL = 10 log r + 10 log r +  a + a ! r x l0
0 L

where r is the transition range separating the regions of
sphericR1 and cylindrical spreading and a is the leakage
coefficient expressing the rate at which kound leaks out o8
the channel.

18. The Mixed Layer Channel

The windy temperate parts of the deep sea are charac-
terized by the presence of a mixed layer just beneath the sea
caused by turbulent wind-induced mixing. This mixing is often
so thorough that the layer becomes isothermal to a few thou-
sandths of a 'C. The pressure effect  para. 11! causes the
sound velocity in the mixed layer to increase down to the base
of the layer. The axis of the mixed layer channel is there-
fore at the surface. The radio counterpart of this kind af
channel is called a ground-based duct.
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A mixed layer exists nearly all the time in the windy
North Atlantic north of 40' latitude. In the tropics it is
found less often and tends to disappear in the afternoon.
The reduction in sonar ranges caused by this disappearance
was called, long ago, the afternoon effect. The presence or
absence of the layer is of great importance for surface ship
hull-mounted sonars.

The mixed layer is a relatively poor sonar duct. It is
leaky because of

�! scattering out of the duct by the rough sea surface.

�! diffusion out of the duct at its base.

�! failure of low frequencies  long wavel ngths! to be
trapped.

�! horizontal variability such as lateral changes in
the duct and internal waves.

19. The Deep Ocean Channel

This is sometimes called the SOFAR channel because of its

use in sound fixing anging for aviation rescue. It is formed
by the reversal in the velocity gradient, and a velocity mini-
mum, between the main thermocline and the deep isothermal
layer  para. 12!. Because its thickness is measured in thou-
sands of feet and, because it is not always bounded by the sea
surface or bottom, it is an efficient  low-leakage! duct.
small explosive charge can be "heard" after travelling several
thousand miles in the deep ocean channel.

It is characterized by severe transmission distortion
due to multipath transmission. At a distance of one thousand
miles the sound of an explosive charge detonated on the axis
becomes a long, drawn-out blob, some 10 seconds long, having a
characteristic signature consisting of a gradual smooth build-
up to a climax, followed by a sudden termination. This signa-
ture is created by the existence of many transmission oath .
of differing travel time. The first. sound to be r<.reived
travels in long loops far from the axis; the last sound
received travels down the channel axis.

important feature of this channel is the presence
within it of caustics and their adjacent convergence. zones.
For a deep source the pattern of the caustics rs a charac-
teristic one, consisting of the ray leaving the source plus
pairs of caustics branching from this ray at its crests and
troughs. A shallow hydrophone towed outward in range from
a shallow source experiences a succession of zones 3n-35 miles
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apart and about 3 miles wide  in mid-latitudes!, in which
the intensity is 10 to 2Q db higher than it would be in
the free-field with absorption; this increase is called the
convergence gain. The coherence of sound. in the vertical
zs higher as well inside convergence zones than outside;
the higher intensity and improved coherence make for better
detection of long-range targets when they happen to lie in
one of the convergence zones surrounding t.he source.

Another favorable path in the deep sound channel is
the reliable acoustic path  RAP! . This is a path, starting
at the 8ipth where the sound. velocity is the same as at the
surface  called the critical depth!, and extending up to
the surface. This ray path has the greatest range to a
surface target and is "reliable" in that it. is not influ-
enced bv surface and bottom effects.

In the Arctic, the axis of the deep sound channel lies
at the sea surface, and propagation to long ranges takes
place by a series of upward circular arcs. This, together
with the fact that the Arctic is often ice covered, gives
rise to some unique propagation phenomena in this part of
the world.

20. Internal Channels

Nore locally, internal channels are found from time to
time and place to place. These are of smaller thickness,
of the order of a few hundred feet or so, and of small
velocity contrast. They are often regular features of the
velocity profile, as in the Gulf or Raine or between l.ong
island and Bermuda. They can be used by shin-towed sonars
for detecti.nq submarines and are avoided by submarrnes
fearing detection. In the summer, the JAediterranean Sea has
a strong internal channel with an axis at a depth near
300 feet.

21. Shallow Mater Channels

By "shallow" is meant a water depth so small and a
range so great that both the sea surface and sea bottom
strongly influence the propagation. Practically, shallow
water means the water of bays, harbors, and coasts out to
the edge of the Continental Shelf; often a depth of 100
fathoms is understood as a rough working limit of "shallow"
water. Of course, "shallow" water becomes acoustically
"deep" at short enough ranges and short enough wavelengths.



When downward refraction exists in shallow water, the
reflection loss at the bottom and the strength of the nega-
tive gradient are the two principal determinants of trans-
mission loss in the channel. In the isothermal condition
 upward re fraction! the roughness of the sea surface becomes

more important.

Both normal mode and ray theory  para. 3, 4! have been
applied to the shallow-water problem, and a relatively vas t
theoretical literature exists. In both theories it is
difficult to take care of the actual boundary conditions
prevailing at the time and place where a particular trans-
mission run may have been made. Analogously, our abilitv to
predict the transmission to be expected at a given time and
place is poor compared to our prediction ability for deep
water transmission. Shallow ~ater is subject to many kinds
of variability, such as those caused by the tides
and the seasons.

22. Low-Frequency Cutoff in Channels

Any sound channel has a lower frequency limit below
which it ceases to be an effectrve duct and the~eakaqe
becomes high. This cut-of f frequency may be thought of as
the frequency corresponding to the longest wavelength that
"fits" in the duct; this "fit" is determined by the velocity
profile and the boundary conditions of the duct. In mode
theory this wavelength is that of the first normal mode.

An expression for the cutoff frequency of a shallow
water duct is

W
f

co 4H

2 2
N ~ b

where H = water depth, c and c are the sound velocities
in the water and in the bottom. For a high velocity bottomb

 c ~ !, the cut-of f wavelength is one fourth of the
waker depth. Some typical cut-off frequencies are the
following:

0-10 Hz

100 Hz �00 ft. thickj

1000 Hz �00 ft. thick!

Deem Ocean Channel

Mixed Layer Channel

Mixed Layer Channel

Shallow Water Channel 30 Hz  sand bottom,
100 f t. depth,'



23. Transmission Paths in the Deep Sea

In deep water there are a number of ways in which the
sound emitted by a source can reach a receiver at a distance.
These involv paths occurring in the various sound channels
as well as reflections from the surface and bottom, and are
referred to as propagation modes. A number of propagation
modes  not the same as "normal modes"! are drawn in Fig. 2.
They show pictorially the complexity of sound propagation
in the sea. Some of the paths shown are important at short
ranges, others at long ranges. 9f ten, more than one mode
can occur «~;id contribute ta the sound f ielc'., depending upon
source and receiver depths, range, frequency, and the con-
ditions of the sea and its boundari.es.
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SCATTERING AND RFVKRBERATION

Claude V. Horton, Sr.
professor of Physics and Geological Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
and Applied Research Laboratories

INTRODUCTION

The acoustic waves emitted by a localized source of sound. are
scattered by objects located in the medium and by the interfaces and
surfaces of the medium. If the receiving hydrophone is located near
the source, the received signal is usually referred to as reverberation.
The measurement of reverberation is relatively easy, and since the data
are of considerable practical importance, the results of many experi-
mental observations are available. In the experimental configuration
that is second in order of difficulty, use is made of an omnidirectional
source and receiver that are substantially separated in space. This
arrangement is most useful for the study of scattering from surfaces and
the results are commonly referred to as a measurement of forward

fewer measurements in the field, in which a d.irectional transducer is
used to insonify a small volte or area of scatterers and. the scattered
energy is measured as a function of direction in space.

CHARACTERIZATION OP THE SOURCE

The measurements of reverberation and forward scattering can be
divided into two basic categories accord.ing as the source is impulsive
like an explosion or an air gun or a pulse of known wave form like a
pulsed cw or an FM signal. Usually when an Mpu1sive source is used.,
the received signa1 has a wide frequency spectrum which is divided. into
frequency bands, say an octave or a third.-octave in width, which are
recorded on separate channels. This procedure is of value when one
wishes to study the effects of parameters such as wind speed., wave
height, d.iurnal migration of scatterers, bottom type, and, frequency,
On the other hand if the statistical characteristics of the scattered
field are desired, for exemple for the purpose of designing signal pro-
cessorsp it is much better to generate an acoustic signaI of known wave
form by electronic techniques.

Xn both of these methods it is necessary to Know the source 1eve1
with considerable accuracy  O.l d3, say! in order to obtain absolute
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values for the scattering strengths, This is illustrated below in
Z~. �!. This problem is relatively easy to overcame if electronic
signals of known wave form are used because the signal in the medium,
even near the source, has an smplitude that does not exceed the linear
behavior of the medium. Thus the source strength can be obtained
readily by placing a calibrated hydrophone in the Fraunhofer zone of' the
transducer .

Zf the source is impulsive, the signal amplitud,e exceed.s the lin.ear
response of the medium. Thus the minimum distance at which a monitoring
hydrophone can be placed, depends on the strength of the source and even
for small charges this minimum distance is inconveniently large. Fortu-
nately, the problem of source 1evels for the commonly used explosives
has been studied rather extensively and tables and graphs are Bvailab1e
which relate source strength to the weight of the explosive.l

The intensity of a source is commonly characterized. as fo11aws.
Any source of finite size produces a diverging wave whi,ch at suitab~
large distances has a spherical wave front of the form

where F 8,q>! characterizes the directionality of the source and P t,! the
wave form. The distance to the observation point fram some point o in
the vicinity of the transducer is r. The point o is often ca11ed the
phase center of the transducer. The acoustic velocity of the med,ium is
c and the strength of the source determines the constant p

0

The function F 8, p! is normalized. to have a maximum va1ue of one on
the acoustic axis of the transducer. Equation �! can be used. to calcu-
late an intensity on the acoustic axis of the form l /r, where r is
measured in ysrds. The resulting value I is custamNtrily used as a
measure of the strength of the source.

THE MODEL OF POINT SCATTEHERS

The wave emitted by the source can be scattered by a variety o=
scatterers. Even a continuous interface such as the air-sea or the

sea.-bottom interfaces can be modeled with "point" scatterers such as
facets or bosses. If the medium has discrete obJects such as fish, air
bubblesp or particulate matter scattered. through a significant volume,
the returned energy will be called volume reverberation. S&ilarly one
speaks of surface and. bottom reverberation.

Intermediate cases occux frequent+. For example, the d.istribution
of volume scatterers may be so localized in depth ths.t they behave as a
surface. Alternate+, the distribution of air bubbles near the air-sea
intex'face, although properly a surface effect, msy be distributed.
through a layer so thick that the ~sis for volume scatterers should
be used,
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The reverberation process may be analyzed at several levels of
sophistication but on+ the most simple analysis will be presented. here.
A complicated structure may be assigned to each scatterer. Thus, the
scattered wave may have a directiona1 dependence; the scattering
strength may depend. on aspect; the structure of the scatterer may be
frequency dependent so thst the wave form is distorted; and the struc-
ture msy be time dependent, so that bivariate Fourier transforms must be
used to describe the scattered wave form. Further, the scatterer may
have a velocity so that Doppler shifts are introduced. into the scattered
waves. Nonetheless, many of the principal features of reverberation can
be illustrated. by a model of ideal point scatterers distributed at
randam over a surface or throughout a volume.

In this spirit let us suppress aM variability except an amplitude
factor a and a travel time delay t  = 2r /c! for the kth scatterer.
Then, if the med.ium is homogeneous and isotropic, the returned signal
from the transmitted pulse defined in Eq. �! is

R t! = p g  ak/rk!F�k,yk!P t-2rk/c!
k

�!

where  r,6, p ! is the location of the k scatterer measured in a
coordina e system with origin at the phase center of the transducer,
The summation extends over ale scatterers that are located. in the part
of the beam pattern common to the transducer and the hydrophone and in
a spherical shell whose thickness is determined. by the pulse length of
the wave form P t ! .

A more realistic illustration of the geometry of surface
reverberation ie presented in Fig. 4. This figure is taken. from the
Ph.D. dissertation of Plemons.3 Figures 6 end 7 shaw photographs f~
the air water interface measured. with this geometry.

Geometric illustrations of the domain of the summation are shown in
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for bottom reverberation. Figure 1 shows the area of
summation when the source and receiver are omnidirectional and the
scatterers are distributed on a plane surface a distance h from the
transducer. If the transducer is directional and. has axial symmetry
about the acoustic axis, the area of scatterers over which the summa-
tion extends is all or part of an ellipse as shown in Fig. 2. Pigure 2a
shows the relevant area for a long pu1se while Pigs. 2b and. 2c show the
relevant areas for shorter pulses. The illustrations in Pig, 2 are far
a large grazing angle, When the grazing angle, g>, is smaller than the
half angle of the transducer pattern, as in Fig. 3, the shape of the
in.sonified area changes drastically. Figures 2 and. 3 are taken from a
report by Muir et al.2 that, describes an interesting study of the
Brazos River bottom. Same of the results of this study will be pre-
sented later in t.he talk.
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Before proceeding to the discus.ion of Eq. �!, it might be
helpful to show an experimental arrangement and some data. Reverbera,-
tion measureme~ts carried out at sea are important, but the inevitable
motion of the transducer platform and the complexity of the medium make
it d.ifficult to use the measurements to check theoretical work. For
this purpose it is desirable to mount the transd.ucer on. a relatively
motionless platform or, even better, on *he bottom as illustrated in
Fig. 5. This figure illustrates an experiment performed by
Dr. J, E. Blue at a location 3 miles offshore in the Gu1f of Mexico4

near Port Aransas, Texas, where the water depth is 50 feet, The pro-
Jector and receiver were located. 9 feet off the bottom and. could. be
rotated in azimuth throughout $60 deg in steps of 12 deg. By depress-
ing the acoustic axis 10 deg, backscattering could. be measured for
grazing angles between 6 deg and. 16 deg. The results of this work are
given in Blue's Ph.D. dissertation.4

Figure 6 shows a few photographs of surface reverberation for a
wind. driven surface. These measurements, which were made in Lake T=avi.s,
show the effect of pulse length, The three photographs on the left show
the appearance of surface reverberation for a long cw pulse �10 cycles!
while the photographs on the right correspond. to 11 cycles of a cw pulse,
In addition to the distinction between narrow-band. and broad-band
behavi.or these photogrsphs show a second. difference of interest. In the
photographs on the left, the travel time is only four to nine times the
acoustic pulse duration. In the photographs on. the right this factor
ranges from forty ta ninety. It may be of interest to point out that
the first burst of energy near a travel time of 4 milliseconds is
associated with a minor labe of the transducer pattern. This is il us-
trated in FLg. 4, which is a rea1istic drswing of the experimental
geometry of these measurements.

Figure 7 shows three photographs of surface reverberation far a
PN pulse of band width 9.6 kHz, center frequency 110 kHz, and pulse
length 1.25 msec. Ail of the photographs in Figs. 6 and. 7 show
clearing the nonstationary character of reverberation.

Equation �! defines a stochastic process that is a generalization
of the shot effect analyzed by Rice.5 It is customary in theoretical
stud,ies to assume that the scatterers are d.istributed, in space in
accordance with a Poisson d.istribution. That is, i.n the case of volume
scattering, for example, it is assumed that i.f 8 is the average number
of scatterers per unit volume and. bV is a small volume element such that
MV<<1, the probability of finding a scatterer in the volume hV is NhV,
and that this probability does not depend on the location of the scat-
terers outside the volume hV. It is also assumed in the usual analyses
that multiple scattering processes can be neglected. Faure,6
01'shevskii,7 and. Middleton8>> analyze Eq, �! and calculate various and.
second order statistics of R  t ! .

Since R t! is not a stationary process, time averages cannot be
equated to ensemble averages, This point is highly significant and. will
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be returned to later. However, there is s, large body of field
measurements which are based on the assumption that time averaging
over a short interval is a legitimate operation. The equipment used. in
reverberation stud.ies normal',y has zero dc response so a time average
over at least a few cycles of the lowest fxequency in the reverberation
will insure a time average ~Rt = 0. Short time averages of' the square
of' H t!, H  t!, are ccaamonly referred to as intensity and represented.2

as a theoretical counterpart to the experimental+ determined inten-
sity.

where S k is the Kroneker delta. The functional dependence on r is
introduLed since it is common for volume scatterers to vary with depth
and surface scatterers to vary with grazing angle. Further, the direc-
tivity pattern. is idealized so that F 9,$! is unity in the insonified
region and zero outside. The variability of the a can be removed by
forming the ensemble average, These restrictions give

N r !

 a  t!! = p Q !a  r�!/r ! P  t-ar�/a! �!

The upper limit of the sum is written N r ! to remind the reader that
the number of scatterers contributing to 4e reverberation increases
with time because the size of the volumes and areas insonified increases
with time.

Equation �! is simple but it provides a clear basis on which to
demonstrate the importance of pulse length on the behavior of reverbera-
tion. If the pulse length in the medium is very short compared with
r, the time integral needed for the time average can be approximated by
t ating the coefficient of P2  ~ ! constant and writing

For a correct theoretical a~sis of' Eq. �! the reader is referred
to the publications mentioned. above.6-9 Hawever, instructive approxi-
mate formulas can be developed easily if one assumes that the location
of each scatterer is fixed and assigns all of the variability to the
amplitudes a�. Let us assume that the a, are a11 statistically inde-
pendent of os another and. that each a� Sae the same probability
dens ity. In particular assume
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N r !

 R  t,!! =  a  t!! = p F t! g ~a  r !/r
k=1

Ne::t the total number of scatterers can. be expressed as the product of
the number N per unit volume  or area! and the volume  or area! of the
insonified. region. We are thus lead to characterize the scatterers as
having a strength N a  r>! per unit volume  ,or area!. In fact this is

0
the ad. hoc assumption on the basis of which reverberation measurements
are frequently amazed.

On the other hand if the pulse length is significant in comparison
with  say, 10$ of! the travel time 2~c, Eq.  g! does not give an
adequate approximation to the behavior of the time average. In this
case it is not permissible to develop the statistical properties of
reverberation from the simplified Eq. �!.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Zt was pointed out above that if the pulse duration is much shorter
than the travel tizne, and if the model of a large number of statisti-
cally ind.ependent scatterers is valid, the intensity of the hearn,
expressed as a short-term tMe average, depends only on the geometry of
the beam and the density and strength of the scatterers. In fact the
scattering process can be defined adequately as a scattering strength
in cLB per unit area or unit volume, and. can thereby be incorporated
into the sonar range equation. For example, in surface reverberation
one may write

�!Q=L -2H+S +A
i 3

L = reverberation level in dB relative to

l.O gbar at the receiving hydrophone

L = source level at l yard.

H = one-way total transmission loss

8> �� reverberation strength per unit area

A = lO logl  area insonified!.
1

As an example of experimental values of S for various bottom types,
8 is copied from a paper by McKinney and Anderson. The reader is

refer re - to their paper for the meanings of the syxabols but the alpha-
betical symbols are ordered. according to the particle size with A
representing fine sandy mud. snd N representing sandy pebble gravel of
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mean size 4.2 mm. Then data are repeated in a. simplified fozm in
Fig.

Another example of experimental value of' bottom scattering strength
is shown in Fig, 10. These data, were measured in the Brazos River near
Hrazoria, Texas, by Nuir et al. The acoustic pulses were 500 psec in
duration and consisted of' a. gated cw oscillator of frequency 85 kHz.
The medium was fresh water of depth 15 feet. The stratification o' the
r iver b-,ttom was somewhat complex but the uppermost 1 to $ in. con-
sisted uf a fine ' fluffy" mud whose mean particle size was 4 microns.

The reader is referred to a survey paper by Chapman for a summaryll

of this approach to scattering measurements and. for a large number of
graphs of scattering strengths for surface, bottom, and volume rever-
beration. This survey contains references up to 1967.

STATISTICS 0F RZVZRBF,RATI0N

It, is clear from the discussion above that reverberation is a,
nonstationary process. The immediate consequence of this fact is the
conclusion that the experimenter must be very circumspect in performing
and interpreting time averages, It is only in the last year or two that
data processing systems have been designed so that adequate samples can
be prepared and analyzed for the calculation of reverberation statistics

ensemble averages, Practical techniques of sampling narrow-band,
high-frequency time aerie are described. by Grace and Pitt.j-2 As an
example, suppose a, sequence of reverberation records like those shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 for a wind driven water surface is recorded. Each
record is different but the sequence may constitute a finite set, cf
samples from the same parent population. In this case one can sample
the records in such a way that meaningful ensemble averages can be cal-
culated.

Before proceeding with the analysis, the reverberation samples must
be tested for independence and homogeneity in order to establish conf'i-
dence that the samples are all from the same parent population. Two
important and useful tests are the runs test, which provides assurance
that, the samples arc independent of each other, and the Kolmcgorov-
Rnirnov test f' or homogeneity which gives assurance that each sample
of reverberation has the same first order probability distribution.

Figure 11 shows a plot of these significance tests f' or a set of
l50 samples of reverberation which pass both tests. In each case 5 ~ of'
the values of the test statistic exceeds the theoretical limit associated
with a value of 0.05 for the level of significance.

Not all data. will pass these tests. Reverberation samples collected
in a time interval of 20 minutes have shown internal evidence of a
change in the water surface sufficiently great to change the statistics
of the sample.
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Figure 5 was a drawing of an installation used in the Gulf of
Mexico to measure bottom reverberation in which 30 different reverbera-
tion samples were measured. in 30 different directions from the
transducer, It was hoped. that these 30 samples would, be independent
and homogeneous, but they failed the tests. The scattering strength of
the bottom showed a variation that depended on the angle between the
sonar beam and the direction to the coast.

The most simple statistical parameter that one can. visualize is the
ensemble average   R tl!! st a time tl. Actually this quantity is
difficult to measure because it is aff'ected by the motion of the trans-
ducer, inhomogeneities in the medium, and small errors in the timing
clock that is used to measure t . If these three sources of error com-
bine to introduce a randam error of' the order of the period of the enter
frequency of R t!, the experimental values of'  R tl!! will be zero
regardless of the nature of the scatterers.

However, one can shaw theoretically that in some cases  R t<!! =on
be d.'ff'erent from zero. Bourianoff and, Eorton>3 have carried. through a
computer simulation of reverberation from a sea surface and shawed that
in the case analyzed, the ensemble average is dif'ferent from zero and
is itself a quasi-periodic function of tl. The conditions that lead to
a non-zero average are a short pulse length and a low amplitude relief
of the surface.

The first order statistics of surface reverberation show that the
first order probability density is gaussian. Blue4 found, for example,
that bottom reverberation of center frequency BO kHz was gaussian to
the 0.05 level of significance even when the reverberation came from an.
area of only 0.5 sq yd on the bottom. However, the presence of' fixed.
l arge scatterers can produce significant non-zero values of the coeffi-
c'ent of' excess. In keeping with this gaussian distribution it is
regularly found that the first order probability density of the rever-
b. ra+'.on is Rayleigh distributed. An example of a histogram of
=xperimental reverberation in the Brazos River is shawn in Fig. 12.

<<uen one turns to second. order statistics of a noise process, the
concern is with second order probability densities and with the
cova ' nce function. Again one may work with instantaneous samples or
with samples from the envelope, Figure 13 shows a, plot of the covari-
ance function from the envelope of a suite of samples of bottom
reverberation measured in the Brazos River. The curve does not go to
zero since the envelope has a non-zero average. The solid curve is the
theoretical curve computed for a narrow-band, noisy whose band width
corresponds to the acoustic signa1s as modified by the transducer.

Bivariate probability distributions for the envelope of surface
reverberation for both noise snd cw signal have been plotted. by
Jcurdain..l~ He also plots some data regarding the bivariate distribu-
tion of instantaneous samples of surface reverberation. These will be
referred. to later.
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K tgt ! K 2 K2 t-t !

On the other hand Middleton has suggested. that K be replaced. by
Kl tl!. In either case the envelope of K t! has the fozm of a long,
sharp ridge located on the line tl-� t~, The height of the ridge on this
line, that is the function Kli, tl-t272], is a graph of the instantaneous
intensity of the process. K> t2-tl! gives a slice across the ridge and.
shows the correlation function of the individual pulse shape P t!  see
Eq. �!! out of which the process is foxed.

Dr. Plemona has analyzed his reverberation data in this manner and.
has plotted. graphs of K tl,t2! and also of the two-d,imensional Fourier
transform of this quantity. The plots of the two-dimensional covariance
and of its Fourier transform provide the best method. of presenting non-
stationary time series so that one can analyze and interpret them.
Dr. Plemons will publish his data. in the near future.

POHVARD SCATTERING

In the case of forward scattez'ing there is a striking difference in
behavior accord.ing as the surface is smooth or rough. The criti,cal
parameter is not simply the root,-mean-square roughness, y, oi' the sur-
f'ace hut rather a imctor R = hyo sin g + sin Pg! where ann g are
the grazing angles oy the rags to the receiver ann to the source,
respectively. R is often referred to as the Rayleigh ~eter and it
is useful in that it enables one to codify measurements on different
surfaces. When this parameter is smaU., the surface reflects the inci-
dent wave in the speculaz direction with a sma3.1 loss of amplitude
representing the energy scattered in the other directions, This wave
is ca11ed the coherent reflection although there is a small shift in
phase associated. with the small fluctuation in amplitude. Consequently,
the behavior of scattering in the specular direction is often portrayed
as fluctuations in the amplitud.e and. phase in the coherent signal
arriving at the receiver.

Figure 14 shows how the percentage fluctuation in the amplitude
varies with the Hayleigh parameter for three different surfaces.
Although these measurements were made in a laboratory by Melton and
Horton, measurements on sea surfaces by Gulin and Ma1yshev17
and. Brown18 show similar behavior. Figure 15 shows the percentage
fluctuations in the phase measured in a laboratory model.

The loss of amplitude suf'fered by a coherent wave on being
scattered from a, slightly rough surface can be expressed in dB ss in
Fig. 16. This figure shows the experimental and. theoretical calcula-
tions reported by Horton and Melton.19 The theoretical values were
computed with the aid. of the Helmholtz integral mentioned in the next
section.



The manner in which the amplitude decreases as the Rsyleighparameter increases can be measured for various frequencies and grazingangles. If the probability density of the relief of' the scatteringsurface is known, this experimentally measured dependence can be used,to determine Fo, the root-mean-square relief of the bottom. This typeof calculation has been carried, out by Clay 0 f' or a set of s.coustic
measurements in the Hatteras Abyssal Plain �3 8, TL Wj. He concludedthat the roughness of the plain is less than 0.4. m.

THE WAVE THEORY MODEL OF REVERHEBATION

The present discussion of' reverberation has been restricted to thepoint scattering model because it is easily visualized,, it has beenanalyzed extensively in the literature, and it provides good sugges-tions for methods of processing the experimental Cata. Further,provides a realistic model of the volume reverberation where thescatterers are isolated obJects. The maJor drawback to the model isthat there is no way to relate the properties of the point scatterersto the shape and, statistics of the sea surface or sea bottom. Thisdiff'iculty can be avoided by using some of the integral theorems21 of
wave propagation and integrating over the scattering surface. Thisapproach was pioneered by Brekhovski, Isacovich, and. Eckart. Anup-to-Cate historical survey has been prepared by Horton 2 and presentedat the 80th meeting af' the Acoustical Society of' America held. in Houston,November 3-6, 1+L. The maJor drawback to this method i.s that theanalytic calculating can be carried through only for surfaces of small%grleigh numbers .

The reader who wishes to purgue the theory of point scatt rersshould read the papers by Fhure,~ Ol'shevskii,7 and Middleton ~9 inthis order. The best survey of the use of' integral theorems in. scatter-ing problems is the book by Beckmann and Spizzichino.23 Later referencescan be found. in the survey by Horton.22 The most useful introductionsto the experimental work are provided. by Fortuin24 and Chagnan.ll
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FIGURE 6
CONSECUTIVE REVERBERATION RETURNS FROM THE SURFACE PRODUCED

BY TRANSMITTING PULSED cw SIGNALS HAVING TIME DURATIONS OF 1,0 rnsec AND 0.1 msec
DEPTH OF TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER: 7 ft 9 in.  SEE Fig. 11
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FREQUENCY OF cw PULSE 110 kHz 3.5.7;
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TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER DEPTH: 8.0 ft
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SEISNIC REFLECTION AND REFRACTION:

TRAVEL TIME ANALYSIS

Davis A�Fah lqu i s t
Associate Pxofessor, Departments of Geophysics and Oceanography
Texas Abide University

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic methods provide a powerful technique for the study and map-
ping of sediment and crustal structure lying beneath the sea floor. Such
studies utilize a wide range of energy sources: explosives, arc dis-
charges, air and gas guns, vibroseis, and piezoelectric transducers. The
energy levels and spectral characteristics vary widely for the various
sources; the effective depth of penetration af the acoustic signals may
vary from a few meters  e.g., 12kh and 3-1/2 kh transducers! to many kilo-
meters  e.g., explosives!. Analysis based on ray theory and travel times
along ray paths is useful in interpretation of seismic reflection and re-
fraction experiments using these various sources.

Analysis of the travel time graphs obtained in seismic reflection and
refraction experiments ax'e based on ray calculations. Previous speakers
have discussed the eikanal approximation to the wave equation; its limi-
tations, and the subsequent solution in terms of wave surfaces and rays.
The limitations of ray theory are not a serious disadvantage in the inter-
pretation of seismic reflection and refraction profiles.

In contrast with the propagation of compressional waves only in
fluids, the transmission of seismic energy through solids may include the
propagation. of shear waves as well. The speed of propagation of these twa
types of waves are given by

P wave

p P S wave

where p, X ax'e constants describing the elastic behavior of a homogeneous
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isotropic Inedium.

In wide angle reflection profiling and in refraction profiling con-
verSion Of PWS and S~P Can OCCur at bOundarieS in the mediuIII Where the
speed and/or the acoustic impedance change. For the purposes of this dis-
cussion we shall be concerned only in the P wave paths.

Snell's Law governing propagation along ray paths in the mediumstates

�!

where p = ray constant; Gi ~ speed in i layer.th

C n-1

C
n

Fig. 1

Snell's Law thus describes the refraction occuring along the ray path
as the energy passes through layers of varying speeds  Fig. 1!. For re-
flection at an interface, the law simply states that the angles of inci-
dence and reflection are equal.

The concept of apparent wave speed along a horizontal interface is
also useful in the interpretation of reflection and refraction data. Con-
sider a plane wave propagating upward atan angle i toward the sea surface
at a speed Co  Fig. 2! .

sin il sin i2
Cl C

sin i
n

P
n
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c

The wave front advances from position 1 to position 2 in a time ht; the
distance of advance along the ray path is C0ht. However, detectors placed
at 3 and C in the surface would measure a speed, Capp where Capp > C0.
The apparent velocity along the surface is given by

C0ht
sin i = C ht

app

�!

C0
or C

app sin i

Only in the limit where i ~90 will C ~ Capp 0'

I. TRAVEL TXME: REI"IZCTED WAVES

1. Reflection from a single horizontal layer
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'2 2/~
I~i
B' Image source

Fig. 3

Consider first the travel time associated with a reflected wave traveling
t'hrough a homogeneous isotropic layer of thickness h and reflected ba k t
the ut e surface along path XS and BC  Fig. 3!, The travel time will be given
by

1/2
AB+BC + ~h

2

l

The equation is * hyperbola with an intercept on the t axis at x= 0
of t 2h As the range, x, increases the travel time t also increases

Gl 1

the curve is symmetric about the t axis, Xn seismic profiling experiments
in deep water the source and detector are treated as if both were located
at point A x 0! and the reflection path over a flat bottom is vertical
In wide angle reflection experiments the source and detector/or detectors
are no longer held fixed relative to each other but are allowed to sepa-

rate. The slope of the travel time curve is given by
-I/2

dt x $ 2 ~h2
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snd the angle of emergence of the ray is given by

sin i - C
  2~h2!L/2 1 dx �!

2. Determination of speed from reflection prof iles

The determination of true depth to a reflecting horizon is depend en t
on a knowledge of the speed of propagation of the wave through the layer,
The speed may be determined from wide angle reflection profiles and/or re-
fraction profiles. En the case of reflection from a singLe layer we note
that Equat. 4 can be written as

x +4h

C 2
1

2 2
lf we let t ~ T and x X this becomes

a + X 4h

Cl Cl
 8!

2 2A graph of T versus X t - x ! is linear, the inverse slope yielding the
square of the speed, Cl, and the intercep't at X= 0 yielding a measure of
the thickness, h .

EE. TRAVEL mm: REFRACTED WAVES

l. Refraction frccn a single horizontal layer

C2 !C

C2

Fig. 4

As x becomes very large the time difference between the reflection arrival
and the direct arrival  t x/Cl! will approach zero, and the inverse slope
of the reflection curve will be the speed, Cl, of t' he medium.
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Consider a single homogeneous isotropic layer with speed Cl overlying
a half space of speed C2  Fig. 4!. For a ray path originating in the up-
per medium and incident on the boundary we have

sin i sin i

P
Cl C2

 9a!

0For an angle of inc idence i, such that i2 = 90 we have

C
sin i

C

-1 1
i sin � = i
1 C2 C  9b!

Cl

C2

C

C

Fig. 5

and the ray path in the lower medium is directed along the boundary; when
this condition occurs il is called the critical angle for refraction. Ray
theory fails to predict the transmission of energy back to the surface of
the upper medium along ray paths emerging at the critical angle, i  dashed
lines in Fig. 4!. However, a Huygenwave front diagram  Fig. 5! will allow
us to visualize how a secondary wave front is generated at the boundary
and propagates back to the surface.
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The refracted wave in the lower medium moves outward with speed C2.
Since C2 > Cl the wave fronts in the upper and lower medium will be dis-
continuous at the boundary. As the wave in the lower medium gradually
moves outward disturbing the interface, secondary wavelets are emitted

cinto the upper medium. These wavelets coalese to form a conical wav efront moving upward toward the surface at the critical angle, iC

�0!

The apparent velocity measured along the surface is the speed, G , of the
lover medium. The travel time equation for the refracted arrival is given
by

XE+ZIJ p BC
Cg C2

2h cos i
x + 1
C2 C

1/2
Clwhere cos i = I 1 �   � !

C a C
2

The equation for the travel time is a straight line whose inverse slope
yields the speed of the lower media. The thickness, h, of the layer may
be determined from the intercept at x 0.

2hi
t�! ~ cos i

1
�2!

Measurement of travel times from a shot point to detectors along the sur-
face thus permit a determination of the speed of propagation in the lmar
media as well as the thickness of the first layer.

Extension of this technique to a sequence of horizontal layers  C >
C ! is straight forward.  See, for example, Off icer, C ~ B.!. The trav-1 n

eP ! ime graph for a multi- layer system is shown schematically in P ig . 6
and the travel time equations are given below.

For the single layer, the
surface will be

C
C 1

app sin i
C

apparent velocity measured along t h e

Ce 1. C
C 2

 ~!
C2
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'C 1 x/C

12

�3a!

k-1 2h
a ~ +x W n

cos ik C Q C nk
n~1

n

�3b!and

13 hl

lk
h2

2k

Fig. 6

2h1
t x/C + cos2 2 C1

2hi
- xiC + ' cos

3 3 Q

sin i,
nk

C C
n k

2h

i + cos i23
13 C2



III. REFLECTION AND REFRACTION FR M DIPPING LAYERS

1. Ref lee tion

Analysis of reflection and refraction data can be extended to the case
of dipping layers. Fig. 7 illUstrates the geometry and travel time graph
associated with a single dipping interface.

P2, C2

Fig. 7

A detai,led ~nalysis of reflections from a dipping interface has been given
by Slotnik. The reflection travel time is given by

+ 2 ' sin <g + 2h' cos m
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If, in Equation a we make the substitution X = x + 2h' sin m, the travel
time equation becomes

C t = X + 4h' cos u>
22= 2 2

1
�4c!

Again, as in the case of a horisontal layer the travel time equation is a
hyperbola with an axis of symmetry at x -2h' sin m. For x = -Zh' sin e
we have X ~ 0 and t = 2h' cos e .

Gl
2. Refraction
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C g i
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~< cos hxsi.m
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C2

Fig 8 ~

In Section II-1 it was shown that the apparent velocity measured from
the travel time graph for a single horisontal layer was equal to the
speed, C2, in the lower medium. Referring now to Fig. 8 we see that the
apparent velocity measured on the surface for a wave front traveling from
G 9 is different from that of a wave front traveling from B A. In par-
t ic u lar we may wr ite
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Cl
sin  i + e!
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C
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Equations 15 a, b may be solved simultaneously for the critical angle,
i, and the angle of dip, e.

1/2 sin + sin
-1 1

C C Capp app ~
�6a!

-1 G 1 G
e ~ 1/2 sin - sin

C Capp ~ app ~
�6b!

The travel times for a given distance, x, will not be the same ex-
cept for the end points of the profile, i.e., the reverse points. The
travel time equations may be obtained with the help of a simple geometric
construction  Fig. 8!.

XK+ &+ E
downd ip C 1 C2

AS + DC + RF
Cl

-EB - CF

C2

�hl +x sin
C cos

m!+x cos m- �h +x sine! tan i
1 C

C2

Thi s e qua t ion reduces to

Once i is known the velocity of the lower medium, C, may be determined
directly from the critical angle relationship. The apparent velocities
used in Eq. 16 a, b are obtained directly from the travel time graph; the
speed obtained for the wave traveling along 75 is called the downdip ve-
locity, that along lK the updip velocity.
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The corresponding equation for the updip travel time is

2h cos it 2 C+ xupd ip + � sin  i - m!
Cl Cl C  lsb!

3. Multiple layers

The ray path analysis outlined in the previous sections can be di-
rectly extended to muLti-layer media, either horizontally stratified or
dipping. Elementary discussions of the reflection problem may be found
in Stotnik. The multi.-layer refraction problem is discussed y Ewing,2

et.al and presented also by Officer and Stainhart and ifeyer. Further
discussions on refraction analysis have been edited by Musgrave,5
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TWENTY YEARS IN UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS:
GENERATION AND RECEPTION

T. F. Hueter

Vice President and General Manager
Honeywell Inc., Marine Systems Center

Looking back at the accomplishments � and also at the struggles � of the past two
decades in the underwater acoustic transducer field will help us to understand the
possibilities and limitations of the present state of the art, and to get a feeling for the rate at
which further progress might take place.

Many of the innovations currently being made or planned in sonar were being "seeded'
at MIT, Harvard, Brown, or Cal Tech in the early 1950's, and, if one adds an additional five
to eight years of development for production prior to introduction of fleet equipment that
is fully tested and evaluated, it aII totals up to a gestation period of a quarter of a century.
In terms of R&D dollars, toils of duty, administrations, fiscal policies, and shipbuilding
cycles, this amounts to a good deal of change, It is thus apparent that much depends on the
wisdom and foresight of those who are called upon to prognosticate and show the way,

In looking back, then, we are searching for a milestone...or a time capsule...which
might have recorded the state of affairs and the expectations of the acoustic physicists and
engineers around 1950. In 1950, the members of the Panel on Underwater Acoustics of the
National Research Council  NRC! stated their view of basic problems and challenges in
underwater acoustic generation and reception.

Many possible transduction mechanisms, ranging from solid state to chemical and
mechanical, were recommended in 1950 for more systematic research. Two that showed
early signs of pregnancy did survive these 20 years as strong contributors to new engineering
solutions: namely, ferroelectric ceramics  Howatt, Jaffee, Mason, in the late forties! and
hydroacoustics  Bouyoucos Thesis, June 1951; Patent April 1954!. By contrast, we now
view the very strong recommendations of the NRC report for a broad-based research
program in cavitation phenomena as less visionary; actual sonar performance has benefited
little from much of this work. The modern approach is to sidestep, rather than to overcome,
the cavitation limitation of seawater.

With regard to our ability to meet specifications, here is a typical statement in the
1950 report that would raise an eyebrow in 1971:
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...transducer performance can usually be calculated reasonably well, In most
cases, we can bui1d transducers which perform within a few dB of theory, at
least if some trial and error is allowed.

It has taken some pretty dedicated people at the Navy's transducer laboratories-
notably NUC, San Diego � and also in industry, to overcome this cavalier attitude toward
design prediction and production tolerance, and I will relate some of their results later.

Many of the developments that did take place, and the probleins that were solved,
during the past 20 years in the area of underwater acoustics generation and reception seem
to have been set in motion by several challenges presented to transducer scientists and
engineers from outside their own disciple. Figure 1 shows some of these causative
relationships. For example, new insights into the various modes of propagation of sound in
the ocean supported by extensive field work have pointed strongly to the possibility of
acoustic echo-ranging to much larger distances than ever before thought possible. In order to
do this, however, sound frequencies of increasingly larger wavelengths were shown to be
necessary, and a demand for efficient low-frequency transducer elements of substantial
power output developed. Much new transducer technology was brought into being through
the research activities surrounding Project Artemis then under way at Columbia University.

From a closer analysis of propagation paths of the type shown in Figure 2, it also
appeared advantageous to move sound sources and receivers to Iocations at greater depth,
particularly as the interest in bottom-mounted acoustic installations developed. Indeed, the
past two decades have been an era of technological mastery of the deep ocean. Using new
materials and processes, much work has been accomplished in solving problems of prcssure
integrity and leak prevention, mooring and recovery of deep sea packages, power storage,
and cable technology.

Another significant challenge to the transducer people resulted from the advances in
sonar systems engineering through the influence of such disciplines as information theory
and digital data processing. Although the transducer continues to be essentially an analog
device, it has increasingly been called upon to interface into electronic systems based oii
digital technology.

During the past two decades, many precepts of information theory found useful in
radar during World War II have had a great impact on sonar. The significance of the time
bandwidth product for the processing of complex underwater signals led to increasing
pressure on transducer designers to provide not only for flat receiving response, but also for
broad transmitting response. Also, the concept of an acoustic receiving array as a correlator,
formulated in 1952 by Faran and Hills at Harvard, presented the sonar systems engineers
with entirely new beam forming possibilities.

It was now possible to trade spatial and temporal characteristics of an array; for
example, one could provide for sharper beams by using bandwidth rather than by increasing
array size. Figure 3 summarizes some of the payoff obtained from applying the precepts of
information theory to transducer design � a point that, strangely, was missed in the 1950
NRC report.
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More bandwidth automatically meant higher coupling coefficients, which put a
premium on research related to ferroelectric crystals and ceramics. Much new fundamental
work was going on in this area in the late forties and early fifties � particularly at MIf under
Hans Mueller and Von Hippel. This was translated quite rapidly into applications
engineering � and later, production engineering � initially at such places as Brush-Clevite,
Gulton Industries, and the Bell Telephone Laboratories, followed by several others during
the past ten years.

A considerable art in designing, fabricating, and testing ferroelectric ceramic.
transducers has come into being during the past two decades. The perfection of the material
properties involved a good deal of molecular engineering in which additives were introduced
to keep electrical and mechanical losses low, procedures for electroding and polarizing were
established, and casting, pressing, and aging techniques were developed. The result of all this
work is summarized in Tables I and II, which show some of the salient features of the more
commonly used titanates and zirconates. We note that substantial increases in effective
coupling coefficients and power-handling capacity  low loss factor! have been achieved
through proper blending of ingredients.

Many of these new piezoelectric materials are now readily available on a commercial
basis, with outstanding success in some areas. They have generally proved more
cost-effective than crystals  ADP! and magnetostrictive materials, while providing wider
margins in power and sensitivity. Only in some special applications where ruggedness and
shock resistance are at a premium are magnetostrictive transducers still considered superior.
One such application will be discussed later,

During the past 20 years, rapid advances in solid-state physics have revolutionized
electronics engineering: the transistor was born and applied and eventually transformed into
microcircuitry. Digital computers became sufficiently compact and reliable to find their way
through the hatches of submarines into the control rooms of destroyers.

As digital processors and memories made possible the rapid digestion, correlation, and
classification of data from larger volumes of ocean, new concepts in the spatial manipulation
of acoustic signals developed. Although arrays of transducer elements have been used for
soine time, the beamforrning possibilities by modern sonar theory also presented new
challenges to transducer designers in the area of array design to meet new surveillance
demands.

As a result of this work, greatly improved arrays with lower side lobes and provisioris
for beam steering over wide angular sectors have come into use. At the same time, we
learned to improve the element sensitivity, to suppress structure-borne noise, and to reduce
flow noise. All this had to be accomplished over a wider range of hydrostatic pressures and
covering increasingly wider frequency bands. Thus, much design flexibility was achieved
throughout the past 20 years, aided by progress in the theory of multiplicative and additive
arrays. As Figure 4 shows, we are now able to work with a wide variety of array
configurations, backed in most cases by good theory, which lend themselves to towing,
conformal mounting on hulls, beam steering from end fire to broadside, and to sidelooking
sonar and synthetic-aperture types of applications, borrowed from the radar world.
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A much-used type of array is the searchlight transducer. One version, using a large
number of small elements that are suitably phased and packaged for deep-submergence
applications, is shown in Figure 5. But, even when a design is based on well known
principles, there are still cases where theory bogs down for mathematical reasons because of
the necessity of working with complex boundary conditions or finite frequency bands or
non-ideal dome structures.

For example, the quest for larger power and lower frequency, as in Columbia
University's Project Artemis, led to the construction of large assemblies of active elements,
with dimensions of several wavelengths. These pursuits have confronted us with new and
initially quite disturbing phenomena of element interactions occasional]y causing large
variations in the complex radiation impedance, as seen by the individual array eleinents.
Here, additional theoretical effort became necessary to deal with a practical problem which
was not anticipated. It should be noted, however, that we find an inkling of this type of
problem earlier in the 1950 National Research Council report:

No adequate theoretical treatment  nor adequate einpiricisrn for that matter!
is available for radiators which have dimensions comparable with one
wavelength and which are set in baffles other than an infinite rigid plane.
This now causes difficulty, particularly in the design of large arrays, for
low-frequency listening,

The real problem occurred in the early 1960's with two active low-frequency arrays
built for the ARTEMIS and the LORAD programs. Both arrays demonstrated local hot
spots where the effective eletnent impedance assumed negative radiation resistance values
which were traced to mutual impedance terms that, until this time, had been ignored by
most array designers.

However, the significance of some earlier work was soon recognized by Pritchard, who
in 1960, wrote in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.'

The first calculation of mutual acoustic reactance appears to be that of
Karnovskii �941!, who evaluated the complex mutual impedance for
pulsating spheres of radius small relative to a wavelength. Recently �956!,
this same writer extended his calculations, in the case of mutual resistance
only, to a more general spherical radiator of arbitrary size and order.
Resistive and reactive components of the mutual impedance between two
cIrcular pistons were calculated by S. J. Klapman �940! using a direct
integration procedure.

O«t ot' this work, the concept of velocity control was developed by a group of
tr;nisei«cur research people working under John Hickrnan at NUC, San Diego-"velocity
control" hcIng an electronic means of protecting the individual transducer element against
extreme local impedance variations while at the same time reducing these variations by
proper choice of piston size and element spacing.
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One of the first, very large low-frequency arrays developed by Frank Massa for
tang-range propagation research is shown in Figure 6. The dipole-type transducer element
used in this array was introduced by John Chervenak of the Naval Research Laboratory, A
rigid, box-shaped outer shell resonates with a spring-mounted, internal mass, using variable
reluctance-type magnetic excitation. After the introduction of appropriate measures for
velocity control, this array was used successfully during the past six years for propagation
experiments conducted from its mother ship, the hfission Capistrano. As can be imagined,
tor an array that is 50 feet high, 35 feet wide, and weighs 150 tons, the requirement of
suspending it on 1500 feet of cable � of generating, transmitting, and impedance-matching
close to one million watts of power to it � and of keeping the mother ship on station during
the course of experiment--are formidable requirements indeed. At this scale, problems of
power storage and conversion loom very large. Here, we can still agree with a pragmatic
statement made in the 1950 NRC report, which called for study of the economy of energy
storage in batteries, springs, compressed air, and other such devices, including evaluation of
energy � weight ratios and energy � volume ratios.

Another use of these large, low-frequency planar arrays that has gone through several
concept-formulation stages in recent years would incorporate such arrays into the hu11 or
the keel of a large surface ship, with one array on each side, as shown in Figure 7, Quoting
from an article by I. Cook, which appears in the June 1969 Naval Engineers Journal:

...from a sonar standpoint, it is desirable to have a wedge � maybe ten degree
total angle � and to have the arrays tilted to the vertical for bottom bounce
utilization perhaps 20 degrees. Such a combination in an appendage faired to
the hull of the ship will be a rather large proportion of the underwater
wetted surface. There has been talk of a confarmal array, where the
transducer array surface would conforin to the shape of the underwater hull,
so that an appendage is not required, but this introduces so much
complexity not only in the physics of the transducers but in other aspects,
like beamforming of a non-symmetrical surface, that it has been deferred
until planar array technology experience has been acquired.

innovative efforts such as this have required extensive computer modeling of the
radiation characteristics, and baffle properties for such arrays. They represent a severe test
for our current understanding of acoustic array properties, and the realization al such
fully-integrated arrays is one of the major challenges of the future. The utility of such arrays
depends on the feasibility for steering beams from broadside to end-fire without loss of
radiation efficiency and pattern integrity, and also on the ability of compensating for the
ship's motion. This is no small task because, with large steering angles, the near-field
becomes increasingly non-uniform with large pressure and velocity fluctuations conducive to
cavitation, placing excessive demands on velocity control. Also, the phase relationships
iicccssary for low side-lobe beams are difficult to maintain over wide frequency bands.

'Ihc current approach for surface-ship sonar as used by our new generation of
destroyers i» depicted in Figure 8. The bubble-shaped bow dome contains a cylindrical
array, of the type shown in Figure 9, whose axial symmetry renders beamsteering fairly
sii»pic, coi»pared witli tlie situation just described.



Again quoting from the June 1969 article by I. Cook:

Hcamforrning is much less complex in a cylindrical array, for na rnatter in
which direction the beam is formed in azimuth, the symmetry of the
transducer favorably allows identical electronic equipment for the phasing
and time delays necessary to form the beam. Even for depression angles, the
same is true. This is not the case for a planar array where for each and every
direction in space, whether in azimuth, or in depression angles, a new
combination of electronic equipment is required.

Thc ideal shape for broadest array coverage, uniform in all directions, is spherica1. The
loading characteristics of sets of pistons located on such a surface were shown to be
reasonably uniform by C. Sherman as early as 1955. These predictions were later confirmed
experimentally with the help of scale models. The use of such modeling, both on the
computer and by size reduction of actual arrays  Figure 10!, has become common practice
in recent years after some disappointments with designs based on theory alone, Full-scale
spherical arrays have been developed for submarine applications by the Submarine Signal
Division of Raytheon in cooperation with the Underwater Sound Laboratory in New
London. As of today, they represent a state of the art that is well understood and highly
successful tor both active echo-ranging and passive listening. This impressive spherical
transducer assembly shown in Figure 1 I has a diameter of 15 feet and well over a thousand
active radiators. lt is integrated into the bow of the submarine by an acoustically
transparent dome that provides minimum beam distortion � a considerable acoustic
a«hicvcmcnt in itself.

Siiialler submarines, such as the STAR IO shown in Figure 12, have used reflector-type
arrays as a suitable compromise in producing directivity at wavelengths too large to be
hr ndlcd hy a hull-mounted conventional array.

The paraboloid array shown produces an 18-degree beam at a frequency of 4 kHz.
Reflectors of many shapes and forms have been studied during the past ten years by
McKinney and co-workers at the University of Texas, particularly for high-frequency,
high-resolution sonar applications.

The most innovative approach to reflector design was originated by W. Toulis, who
investigated the acoustic properties of air-filled thin-walled metal tubes of elliptical
cross-section, as obtained by squashing. Open frameworks of such squashed tubes are the
;icousti«al analog to the open wire nets used as radar reflectors. A large-scale installation
built according to Toulis' design principles by North American Rockwell for a fixed-bottom
installation is shown in Figure 13. lt is being used by the University of Miami for
i»casurcmcnts of phase stability across the Gulf Stream at frequencies near 500 Hz.

Co»iplia»t-tube structures of this kind have been used in several applications requiring
low pc, sucli as reflectors and acoustic Lunenburg lenses, and as filling material for pressure
rclcasc cavities. Onc such application is in the 400-Hz line array shown in Figure 14. Each
clcnicnt is a barrel-staved arrangement of ceramic bender bars, to be described later, with a
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compliant tube core within the barrel for pressure relief. The use of compliant tubes for
pressure relief is limited to about 2000-foot water depth, because of the intrinsic
relationship between collapse strength, and the compliance of tubes of elliptical
cross-section,

The large-scale propagation experiments of Project Artemis and LORAD have
d emonstrated the advantages of deep acoustic installations that would be either
bottom-mounted or suspended from suitable support structures. This did generate a good
deal of motivation toward solving or circumventing the pressure release requirement with
which all unidirectional piston radiators are faced. While good acoustic coupling to the
incdium must be provided at the piston's front face, a high degree of decoupling from the
mediuni, the mounting structure, or housing, is desired at the back end of the piston and all
its moving parts.

Table 111 lists common pressure-release materials that provide suitable solutions for
such decoupling: corprene, stacks of onionskin paper, and, more recently, syntactic
foams � all substances of some type of cellular structure with low characteristic acoustic
impedance. Most of these, with the exception of the last two on the table, progressively lose
their dynamic compliance under prolonged exposure to high hydrostatic pressure.

One way around this difficulty presents itself, particularly at low frequencies, through
the use of free-flooded cavities, as embodied in magnetostrictive scrolls and ceramic rings.
The art of magnetostrictive scroll � arrays was perfected during the late fifties and early
sixties by Leon Camp at Bendix. Figure I 5 shows a set of such rings, without windings, built
of annealed 0.01 inch-thick nickel 204 alloy strip, wound into scrolls four inches thick and
consolidated with an epoxy adhesive. The power capacity of this particular array is 100 kW,
radiated omnidirectionally in the horizontal plane, which corresponds to about 52 watts per
pound of nickel.

The operating frequency of such structures is obtained simply by dividing the sound
velocity of the flooding medium by the mean ring diameter, which gives 1.5 kHz for a
three-foot-diameter ring.

For linear operation, magnetostrictive devices require a biasing field or a direct current,
which is one of the disadvantages that must be traded off against the obvious advantages of
ruggedness, low-impedance characteristics, and little need for encapsulation. On the other
hand, ceramic rings are lighter than the scroll assemblies shown, and they do not require an
external d-e bias, having been permanently polarized during manufacture. Initially, such
rings were centrifugally cast in one piece, radially polarized, and driven in the k3> inode
I rom longitude inaH y affixed striped electrodes. Many failures in the field led to the
i equtrement for increasing both the mechanical strength and electroacoustic performarice of
ceramic ring trarisducers. Shown in Figure 16 is greatly improved design for the BAASS I/I
transducer, developed and fabricated by the General Electric Company for the Underwater
Sound Laboratory in New London.

Ttie segmented construction allows use of k33 coupling, which is 20 percent higher
tllal1 k3 I a»d the fiber glass wrapping provides a mechanical bias that protects the cerar»ic
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against fractures at the peak amplitudes resulting from driving fields of 6 to 8 volts per
millisecond.

During the past decade, a considerable amount of new technology  tangential drive,
low loss material, mechanical bias! has been applied to deep-operating sources such as these,
which generate at source levels in the 120 to 130 dB range, at frequencies between 0,5 to 5
kHz.

Whereas magnetostrictive transducers of the large ring or scroll type shown here have a
definite place in the low-frequency deep-immersion area of application, they have lost the
race to the ferroelectric, permanently-polarized ceramics for all those applications where
single-ended piston radiators are appropriate.

Most multiwlement sonar arrays, such as the cylindricaland spherical configurations
shown earlier, use the longitudinal-vibrator-type element cot»posed of a radiating front end
of light weight and a lieavy back mass, with a spring composed of active ceramic rings or
discs in the mIddle, as shown in Figure 17. Twenty years ago, the active spring of this
so-catled tonpilz transducer design consisted of stacks of Rochelle salt, ABP, or nickel
lar»iiiations. To date, these designs have been replaced by ceramic structures that are
cheiipcr to fabricate and assemble and provide higher electromechanical coupling, acoustic
bandwidth, and power-handling capability.

This transition from nearly perfect crystals to artificially compounded ceramics has not
been without problems, A good deal of new ceramic technology from the mixing ot the
powders to the baking, electroding, and polarizing of the piece parts had to be developed.
together with suitable quality control procedures and test instrumentation. But, ceramics
continued to exhibit one serious shortcoming: namely, their inability to support much
tensile stress, which Ied to fracture at power levels that were mandatory for active sonar
applications. If the vibrations could be maintained under a mechanical bias, as in
precompression of the ceramic stack, high power loads could be sustained without the stress
cycle ever becoming tensile.

Sii»pic as this sounds, it took an invention to enable us to visualize the right solution
;ind to put it into practice: the inventor was Harry Miller � then at Clevite, now at USL � and
tlic tini~ of the invention was 1954. He applied his invention in the form of a tIe rod
tliroiigli tlie center of the longitudinal vibrator assembly, as shown in Figure 18,

Tlic central stress rod acts as a spring that is soft compared with the ceramic stack
itself; but which still provides a large d-c force. The relative softness of the spring preserves
both coupling coefficient and bandwidth of the transducers, whether in the form of the tie
rod t'or stacks, or ot' fiber glass wrapping for rings, The latter technique was introduced into
transducer design several years later. Today, the use of mechanical bias is universal in
acoustic power generation in the range from 100 Hz to 100 kHz.

In order to be able to better predict both element and array performance, new
equivalent circuits and distributed parameter math models were developed that take account
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of structural details � such as tie rods, cement joints, and mounting losses � � that were
neglected by the earlier lumped mass-spring approaches. In this area, much groundwork was
laid by the U. S. Navy's transducer laboratories, both in San Diego and in New London.
Here, Ed Carson and Gordon Martin impraved the predictability of longitudinal vibrator
design, and Ralph Woollett further clarified the role of the electromechanical coupling
coefficient as a key design parameter.

Some of the difficulties encountered by the transducer designers derived from
insufficient knowledge of the material characteristics  rubber, paper, cement! or ot' the
influence of manufacturing tolerances an array performance, and from the inability to
m easurc certain acoustic parameters with sufficient accuracy. The complexity of
manufacturing tolerance analysis for multi-element arrays is depicted in schematic form in
Figurc 19. In spite of much progress in the use of math-model predictions and
production-tolerance analysis, there are still serious gaps between calculated and actual
traiisducer-array performance. They relate to theoretical inadequacies that remain in the
area of radiation loading  boundary conditions!, structural coupling effects, and loss
inechanisms.

Therefore, in many real situations that warrant some kind of tolerance analysis but in
which one is confronted with too many independent parameters, the only practical v ay is
to set up production on a ga/no-go basis. Subsequent evaluation of the over-all system
performance in a well-instrumented underwater test environment is still the best way to
determine whether the system will fly. This brings to mind another statement from the
l950 NRC report: "It should be emphasized that our ability to approach theoretical limits
of performance is based on considerable empiricism, and several false starts may be
necessary."

Although this advice has not always been heeded during the recent era of paper
cost-effectiveness studies, test instrumentation has progressed tremendously in recent years.
Tl!e needs ol' the sonar engineer have been reinforced by a surge in audio-engineering and
testing technology, and by the exacting measurement techniques developed for noise
control. As a result, much automated recording and data-reduction capability and improved
displays are now available to the developers and manufacturers of sonar transducer test
instrumentation, Figure 20 summarizes some of the more significant advances in acoustic
calibration equipments and test ranges made during the past two decades. The use of optical
lialograpliy in analyzing the complex vibrational patterns of radiators is demonstrated in
Figure 21, where the pattern change caused by IO percent detuning is shown for the same
piston.

'With the availability of excellent test facilities, both at land-locked test sites and at the
various open-sea test ranges, a certain amount of empiricism in transducer design will
continue to be beneficial to innovation in this area. In fact, the math-modeling way of fife
that has become de rigueur with some Navy laboratories has been considered a bit of a
deterrent by imaginative acousticians who try ta introduce unorthodox approaches to
transduction. Likewise, to some potential users the inability to fit a new mechanism with
liigh performance claims into available modeling software schemes has also been a deterrent.
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Figure 22 lists some unusual transduction techniques, most of which have had initial
rough g<iiiig iii winning acceptance. They have been classified into two types. The first takes
advantage of' special modes of vibration of structures suitable for modular array
c<>nf'igurati<i»; thc other class uses some form of fluid dynamic or hydromechanical energy
c<!nvcrsio<1. Bvca<ls» of' thc direct coupling ofhydraulically, chemically, or electrically-stored
»ii»rgy to tli» fluid m»dium  rather than through a special transducer materia}!, the
c<>»troll»d relcas» of such energy at megawatt levels has scen much refinement in thc past
two d»cadcs. Also included in this listing are such explosive sources as shaped charges and
»Icctric sparks, whicli have found considerable application in seismic profiling.

Thc scope of this paper does not permit a detailed discussion of all mechanizations of
thc concepts shown in Figure 22, but a few examples will be cited from each category:

Structur;il Modes

Wh»reas in the mass-spring resonators discussed before, the radiating member is
d»sig»ed to bc as stiff as possible, it can be of advantage � particularly at low frequencies � to
coupl» th» mechanical spring directly to the medium. This will save considerable weight
wtiilc rct;iining adequat» radiation characteristics, as in thc simple tuning fork. One
s<lcccssf'iil use <>f' st ruct ural rcsonancc for low-frequency sound generation is the Honcywe11
h»ii<1»r har tr;iiisduc»r shown i» Figure 23. Flexing-bar rcsonafors may be clamped or hinged
:if cith»r»»<I <>I' fh» bar. Hinged bars arc used in pairs for dynamic balance, allowing for
Iiglifer weiglit and b»tt»r radiation loading.

'I'Ii»sc hars arc niadc of two layers of ceramic, each layer being composed of' r»any
iii<lividually electroded segments. Bar lengths from 10 cm to 1 m have been used.
Pr»c<>niprcssion rods arc used to keep the composite ceramic assembly from tensile fracture
;if high vibration amplitudes. The central volume of the barrel-staved multibar transducer,
showii earlier in Figure 14, is filled with compliant tubes for pressure relief.

Another flexural transducer, derived by W. J. Toulis from his work with compliant
fubcs. has 1'ound application in the type of underwater projector which was depicted in
I'igure 13. lt consists of an outer shell, formed from circular or el'Iiptical arches of aluminum
<>r steel »xcited into flexural resonance by a central ceramic stack similar to those used in
c<»iv»iifi<>nal longitudinal vibrators. Again, as in the bender bar, the inass of the vibrating
iysfc<i> is <tistrihutcd, rather than lumped, and is contained in the unavoidable mass of the
spriiig strucfurc. 'lhis of course increases the power-to-weight ratio of these types of
fr;iiis<liiccrs. Iii tI>c flcxf»nsionaI design by North American Rockwell, shown in Figure 24,
ffi< sli»11 scrv»s as hoiisi»g 1'or protection and isolation of th» high voltages applied to the
c»l"iillic sl'Ick.

In a<l<lifi<><i f<> I'irsf-<>rdcr bar modes and shel! modes, there is the possibility of using
Iiigli»r <>rder ring <no<i»s for compact line transduccrs. These are capable of some
<Iir»ctioiiality iii reception or transmission: by proper phasing of multi-electroded ring
secti<>ns, cardioid hearn patt»ms may be formed in four quadrants, A muttimode transducer
<>I tli» fyp» origiiiated by S. Ehrlich of Raytheon is shown in Figure 25.
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I'Iuidic I!rive

Underwater whistics, jets, and water-hammer devices have long been items of study and
spccukition, Systematic el'forts to harness the energy available in hydraulic accumulators by
controlled conversion into modulated fluid flow have finally resulted in some transducer
types that are both practical and reliable. Figure 26 shows a hydroacoustic valve amplifier
developed by john Bouyoucos. A conventional ceramic vibrator is used to excite oscillations
of a mechanical valve spool that is coupled to it by a liquid spring, High-pressure hydraulic
flow is switched by the spool valve to force a flexural disc radiator into high amplitude
oscillations. The coupling of the three resonator systems is such that adequate energy
transfer and phase continuity are provided over a relative bandwidth of 20 percent. A
hydroacoustic, two-piston source built by General Dynamics according to these principles is
showii in I'igure 27.

Modules of this type may be stacked up to form line or planar arrays for greater
directionality. In such systems, energy storage is provided by pneumatic accumulators that
;irc trickle-cliargcd from Iow-power pumps capable of deep submersion  Figurc 28!.
Altlioiigli only prototype installations are in existence today, it appears that the more
conventional triinsduction devices will scc some competition from both structural-mode
transduccrs and hydroacoustic sources as these new mechanisms become sufficiently well
understood during thc next decade.

Having thus reviewed some of the progress made and difficulties encountered in
underwater sound transmission and reception since 1950, one should conclude with a
prognosis of things that might be ahead. With less research and development spending. and a
morc pragmatic approach to life, these changes will most likely be more in the nature ot'
gradual improvements in theory, in materials, and in efficiency. The greatest impact on
underwater sound reception and generation will result from the full adaptation of digital
technology into the processing and interpretation of acoustic signals, of ever-increasing
hiindwidth, with full use of all the potential inherent in modern computers. Thus, software
will assui»c its place alongside hardware, and standardization and interchangeability of
cquipi»cnt will carne about.

'I'Iic variability of sonar propagation conditions in the ocean will ultimately sct the
I!»ilia  !Il I lie acoustic dctcction performance that can be achieved. Systematic propagation
rcsc;ircli slanted towaril specific surveillance-system needs will continue to be worthwhile.
I'a r tie ul arly long-term observations over fixed propagation paths in ex tre inc ocean
c»viron»icnts will have to bc undertaken, leading to new challenges in transducer design and
s lg ilil I p roc cssilig.
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Figure 19, Complexity of Manufacturing Tolerance Analysis for Multi-Element Arrays
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Figure 2'3. Bender Array  Honeywell !



Figure 24. Flex-Dimensional Flement  North American Rockwell!



Figure 25. Multirnode Transducer  Raytheon!
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CEVIL USES OF UNDERWATER

ACOUSTICS

Edwin B. Neitzel
Director of Engineering
Services Group
Texas Instruments Incorporated

I. INTRODUCTION

In discussing civil uses of underwater acoustics there
are many ways of catagorizing the subject. A comprehensive
introduction to this subject is presented by the National
Academy of Science report entitled "Present and Future Civil
Uses of Underwater Sound."

Almost all applications can be broken down into three
general subjects: �! the use of underwater acoustics for
communication, �! the use of underwater acoustics for 'loca-
tion and delineation of objects, and �! control of under-
water equipment. These applications are shown in further
detail in Table I.

It is of interest to note that the majority of the
applications are associated with location. Doppler sonar
systems are beginning to find extensive app'lication for ship
velocity determination. Systems are in operation for both
submersible and surface vessels of all types. Accuracy of
0.25 percent in both the fore-aft and port-starboard direc-
tion have been obtained in water depths of more than 1000 feet.

The most universal application for underwater acoustics
today and for the near future is water depth determination.
Fathometers vary in complexity from the pleasure boat applica-
tion systems costing a few hundred dollars to sophisticated
phased-array narrow-beam applications costing hundreds of
thousands of dollars.



Table I. Civi1 Uses by Application

Application Use

Communication Divers

Commercial Submarines

Location Vessel Location

~ Doppler Sonar
~ Sonabuoys
~ Beacons

Object Location

~ Transponders
~ Side Looking Sonars
e Fish Finders
~ Drill Head Locators
~ Holographic Image Forming

Bottom and Subbottom Structure

~ Location and De1ineatian
~ Sonabuoy Refraction
~ Seismic Reflection
~ Fathometers

Contro'l Well Head Control Telemetry

Bottom Instrumentation Control

In terms of the control application, extensive use is
for the futur'e. Improved encoding and fail-safe modulation
systems have been developed within the last few years and
are beginning to find application for petroleum well head
and submerged valve contro1.

Although it is not generally recognized in the li tera-
ture, the use of seismic reflection data for subbottom
delineation and deep structure mapping is finding increasing
application. An illustration of the magnitude of the ship-
board petroleum exploration market is that expenditure for
free world marine seismic data collection is more than
$10,000,000 per month.
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Any application invo1ves system tradeoffs in regard
to acoustic power, acoustic sensitivity of detection, and
desired signal-to-noise ratio. With the very low frequency
applications, we observe low attenuation and, therefore,
long distance applications. For low frequency applications,
equipment is normally costly to obtain for any directional
sensing or control. This is obvious when one considers
the basic physical phenomenon that an appreciable part of a
wavelength is required for an antenna to obtain any reason-
able di rectivity. With a wavelength of 500 feet at 10 Hz
the complexity of the antenna structures are evident. Since
we are involved in a tradeoff with hardware complexity at
the low frequency and increasing attenuation at the high
frequency, it is easy to observe the many applications that
fa11 within the mid-band acoustic frequencies. These mid-
band frequencies fall within the 1 to 100 kHz range. Civil
uses catagorized by frequency band in one decada intervals
are illustrated in Table II.

II. HIGH POWER TRANSMISSION AND HIGH SENSITIVITY RECEPTION

The theoretical tradeoffs associated with attenuation
versus frequency have been treated many times in the litera-
tur e. Let us, therefore, address a subject of increasing
importance involving commer cial appli cations. The subject
is the extension of range of observation. Whether one con-
siders an active or a passive system observation, we are
concerned with signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the
magnitude of acoustic noise and signal are of paramount
interest in any extension of range.

Applications of extension in range can be for either
hor'izontal control/observation or f' or vertical control/
observation. The basic factors in the limitation of hard-
ware design and physics of the ocean are the same.

Let us consider the acoustic power, the acoustic trans-
mitting transducer power, the receiving sensitivity, and
the noise for an illustrative high power system. This high
power sys tem is used in the seismic reflection method.

A commercia'lly used seismic reflection or subbottom
layering mapping system involves transmission and reception
through the water column. Attenuation within the subbottom
structures is much hi gher than that observed wi thi n the water
1ayer. Uniqueness of this app1ication is in dynamic range,
harmonic distortion, and data processing. Dynamic range
of 100 db with 0.2 percent harmonic distortion is commonly
utilized.
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UseFrequency

Deep penetration seismic
reflections method

Depth transducers

0 to 10 Hz

Seismic reflection method
Hydrophone listening
Sonar navigation and positioning

10 to 100 Hz

High resolution subbottom profiling100 to 1000 Hz

1000 Hz to 10 kHz Long distance sonar
Bottom detail fathometers
Sound velocimeter
Underwater telephone
Warning bells
Long distance telemetry and control
Fish finding

10 to 100 kHz Fa thometers
Underwater tel ephone
Marking pingers for range use
Long distance telemetry
Scanning sonar
Transponders
Pingers
Fish finding
Object locating beepers
Low resolution scanning sonars

l00 kHz to 1 MHz Pleasure boat fathometers
Doppler velocity sonar
Short and medium range sonar
Telemetry and control
Scanning sonars

Table LI. Civil Uses Catagorized by Frequency Band
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A. Transmitters

Table III is a comparison of current marine
sources. To obtain very high acoustic energy in the
water, the initial transducer was the detonation of an
explosive charge. Energy density for the explosive charge
is extremely high. A commonly used energy is 2300 Btu
per pound of dynamite. Since the spectral content of the
acoustic explosion or the acoustic impulse extends from
dc to over 10 kHz, conversion efficiency for the seismic
reflection system is low due to the fact that the band-
pass of interest extends from approximate'ly 5 to 100 Hz.
As the repetition rate of data collection increased, the
cost of the exp'losive source became prohibitive. Innova-
tions resulted as a demand, and various mechanical and
electromechanical transducers have evolved within the last
five to ten years. Many systems are in the evaluation
phase, but most prominently applied systems at the present
time involve: �! release of compressed air, �! a vibra-
tory type device, or �! detonation of the explosive gas
mixture of propane and oxygen.

Conversion efficiency within the seismic band-
pass is noted from Table III to be relatively low. This
is normally dictated by the practical physical size of the
marine source that is towed at depth behind the ship.
Although the water supports predominantly the compressional
wave, energy transferred into the subbottom layers is
partitioned further. For a seismic source on an elastic
half space, this energy is normally partitioned as 7 per-
cent compressional wave, 26 percent for shear wave, and
67 percent for Rayleigh waves. The additional 7 percent
di1ution of the compressional wave, which is normally used
for the vertical incident seismic ref'lection pulse, further
reduce the effective conversion efficiency of the source.
Increasing the conversion efficiency of the source involves
improved impedance matching techniques. For a given seismic
source the highest possible power is often dictated by
cavitation. Source Type B in Table III is for the controlled
vibratory source which should find increasing marine applica-
tions with improved reliability and improved cost effectiveness.

B. Receivers

Figure 1 illustrates the noise of a 'long hydro-
phone streamer pulled through the water at different speeds.
The most recently introduced innovation in oceanographic
acoustics research and in commercial petroleum exploration
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is the acceleration cancelling hydrophone which is notedto be 6 to 12 db improvement. Acceleration cancelling
hydrophones attenuate streamer dynamics due to fluctua-
tions of the cable from ship movement. An obvious addi-
tional extensfon of improved signal-to-noise ratio is
obtained by the design of in-line acoustic antenna arrays
wfth the pattern null in the ship di rection.

C. Sonar Oopplers

Although the sonar doppler systems have been indevelopment for over five years, extensive applications
are gust beginning to be realized. Applications for sub-
mersfble vessel navigation, tanker docking maneuvers, and
seismic vessel dead-reckoning navigation are findf ng exten-sive use. Figure 2 shows a typical integrated navigation
system for seismic vessel navigation. Wfth this system
the digital computer is used for the statistical optimum
estimate of the ship's position based on many input sensors.Some of these sensors are the satellite navigation receiver,high resolution sonar doppler, ship dynamics sensors,
gyrocompass, and receivers for reception of shore based
controlled carriers base stations. It is not unusual to
provide 100-foot rms accuracy on a worldwide basis with
systems of this type.

I I I. CONCLUSIONS

Although this paper fncompasses a broad overview of
civf1 uses of underwater acoustics, I prefer to draw three
conclus fons regarding commercf al sys tem innovations needs
for the future. These include larger output transducers
with improved conversion efficiency for the seismic reflec-tion method, improved signa'l-to-noise ratio detection through
quiet detector arrays at high boat speeds, and cost-effectivelong-range signal encoding modulation and carrier generation
For control system applications. Innovations in these
ffelds will find extensive application with the resultant
economic rewards within the free world commercial market.
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ARRAYS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

Anthony F. Gangi
Professor of Geophysics
Texas A6H University

INTRODUCTION

In the following, we vill consider only two-dimensional filters for
simplicity  that is, linear arrays of sensors!; the extension to higher
dimensional filters follows directly from this analysis.

I. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL FILTERS

The output of a two-dimensional filter, o y,t!, is related to the in-
put, i x,'T!, for a linear, time invariant filter by the expression:

o y,t! ~ i x, Y!h x,y,t-v!dxdT

where h x,y,t! is the "impulse response" of the tvo-dimensional f ilter;
that is, it is the output of the filter when the input is the function;

I  x, t! 6 x! 6 t! . �!

The functions, 6 x! and 6 t!, are Dirac delta functions defined by:

Arrays of receivers or transmitters are very useful in detecting and
generating propagating waves of all types  acoustic, seismic, electromag-
netic, etc.!. The usefulness of these arrays lies in their ability to
discriminate against unwanted signals and to enhance the desired signal
 or signals!. As such, arrays can be considered to be filters  actually,
multi-dimensional or multi.-channel filters! operating in the space-time
domain. For example, a linear array can be considered a tvo-dimensional
filter  one spati.al dimension and the time "dimension"! or it can be con-
sidered an N-channel filter if it has N sensors along the length of the
array. In the same way, a planar array can be considered a three-dimen-
sional filter or an N2 channel filter if it is a square, equally-spaced
planar array with N elements on a side.
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It should be noted that the choice of the origin time and the origin of
the x-axis is arbitrary in equation �!.

Equation �! describes a fairly general class of two-dimensional fil-
ters and it includes the case of  cylindrical! lenses used for optical
data processing  see Cutrona, et. al. !, the case of steered or "beamed"
Linear arrays  or Line sources !, and wavenumber-frequency  or convolu-
tional ! filters. The type of filter represented by equation  I! depends
upon the form of the kernel function, h x,y,t!. For example, for the case
of cylindrical lenses, the kernel function becomes:

h x,y,t! ~ e xy6 t!i
�!

so that the output  in the focal plane of the lens! o y,t! will be the
Fourier transform of the input  the intensity along the aperture of the
lensl!. For the case of a steered or "beamed" array, the kernel function
has the form:

h  x,y, t! g  x! 6  t+xy!

while for a convolutional filter, the kernel function has the form

h x,y,t! ~ h x-y,t!.

II. CONVOLUTIONAL FILTERS

The case of an n-dimensional convolutional filter has been analyzed

The derivation of equation �! is most readily seen by considering
an array of sensors  located at the points x ~ -M,-K+I,...,-1,0,1,...,M-L,N!
which are connected to 2N+1 output points  located at yn -N,-M+I,...,-L,
O,L,...,N-L,M! by means of �M+I
 linear, time invariant filters which
have impulse responses h xm,y,t!. Such an array is shown schematicalLy
 for N 1! in Figure L taken from Ref. 4. The output at s general output
point, yn, wouLd then be gi.ven by:

H

o ynt! i x,i!h xm,yn,t-T!dw �!
m -N

since each output point is associated with a summing junction. If we
aLlow 8 in equation �! to go to infinity and at the same time decrease
the spacing between the elements of both the input and output array, the
sunnnation will become an integration over x between the limits +~. Under
these conditions, equation �! becomes equation �!. Alternatively, equa-
tion �! can be considered to be the space sampled representation of
equation �! .
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by Burg . He treats the case of a three-dimensional  two space dimensions
and the time dimension! convolutional filter in detail. A convolutional
n-dimensional filter has the property that the n-dimensional Four ier
Transform of its output is just the product of the n-dimensional Four-
ier transforms of its input and ite impulse response  analogous to the
case of the linear, time invariant filter!; that is  for example, f or
the three-dimensional case!:

 8!0 k,k,f! =- H k,k,f!I k,k,f!

where

0 k,k,f! ~ o x,z,t!e x z dxdzdt-i2rr  f t-k x-k z!

iethe three dimensional Fourier Transform of the output and H kx,kz,f! and
I kx,kz,f! are the three dimensional Fourier Transforms of the filter im-
pulse response, h x,z,t!, and the filter input, i x,z,t!.

Zn the above expressions, the quantities kx and kz are called theslowness, the wavenumber and/or the spatial frequency  its units are cy-
cles per unit length! in the x and z directions respectively, For a time
harmonic wave of frequency f, traveling at a velocity c, incident upon the
x-z plane at an angle �-e and propagating at an angLe g with respect to
the x axis  in the x-z plane!, the spatial frequencies are given by:

k 1/gx  cos g!/~H  cos 4 cos 9!/!,  f/c! cos g cos e �0a!

kz I/Xz  sin 4! /gH  sin 4 cos 9! /y =  f /c! sin 4 cos e   10b!

where !, c/f is the wavelength of the tine harmonic wave and XH is the
horizontal wavelength of the wave  ~H g/cos 9!; that is, the wavelength
in the horizontaL x-z plane .

III. THE WIDE-BAND VELOCITY FILTER

Burg hae extended the Wiener linear least-mean-square error theory3

from one-dimensional  time-domain! optimum filters to n-dimensional opti-
 in the least-squares sense! filters. In particular, he shows how im-

provements 5 the signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved for a planar array
of seismometers when the noise is coherent  i.e., propagating noise! and
has a different frequency-wavenumber spectrum than the signal. He shows
that in this case, improvements &signal-to-noiee ratio greater than that
obtained by simple beam pointing  or steering! are possible, However,
Burg points out  p. 709! that for the case of isotropic, completely in-
coherent noise, straight summation  or beam steering! and single channel
 time! Wiener filtering would be the optimum processor.
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To gain some insight to the process of frequency-wavenumber filtering,
Let us consider an important example for linear arrays--namely, the wide-
band velocity filter>  or "pie-slice" or "fan" filter6!. This is a two-
dimensional filter that has a response equal to 1 in the f-k  frequency-
wavenumber! plane for  f/kI  VO and has a response equal to zero else-
where  see Figure 2a!. This says that all waves with a horizontaL phase
veLocity v  v c/cos Q! greater than VO will be passed with no attenuation
while those with horizontal velocities less than VO will be attenuated .
This is equivalent to saying that plane waves incident at angles greater
than Q cos 1  c/Vp! will be passed with no attenuation  c is the velocity
of the plane wave in the aedium and Q is the angle of incidence of the
plane wave measured relative to the surface - see Figure 2b! .

For this case, the impulse response of the system can be written  at
y~0! as45 6:

h x t! I/2M * 6 t x/Vp! 6 t+x/VO! /x

where the asterisk denotes a time convolution. The results obtained from

using such a f ilter are shown in Figure 3 which is taken from Embree, et,
al. The time domain operators5 used to obtain this velocity filtering
are shown in Figure 4, The results in Figure 3 show that there is no dis-
tortion or attenuation of the waveform for signals with velocities in the
pass band.  Note, the horizontal velocities are the reciprocals of the
dips and are given in traces/millisecond. These become usual velocities
when the physical spacing between the sensors giving the traces is fixed;
for example, if the sensors are separated by 3 meters, the velocity of +1
trace per millisecond corresponds to a +3 Km/sec horizontal velocity.!

The first processed trace of Figure 3c was obtained by passing input
traces 1 through 12 through the time operators given in Figure 4; the sec-
ond processed trace of Figure 3c was obtained by passing input traces 3
through 14 through the same time domain operators, etc. The processed
traces of Figure 3b were obtained in a similar manner; however, in this
case, a +1 trace/ms velocity filter was used. The ability of the velocity
filters to attenuate the low velocity signals  i.e., high dip signals! in
the input test record is readily apparent from the output traces  Figure s
3b and 3c!.

IV. STEERED ARRAYS

o  y,t! ~ i x, t! g x! 6 t- t+xy!dxdT

i  x, t+xy! g  x! dx

�2!

The above example shows what can be accomplished using multi - di-
mensional convolutional filters. Another important and common class of
multi-dimensional f ilters is the steered array. The impulse response for
a Linear, steered array is given by equation �! which, when substituted
in equation �!, gives an input-output relationship:
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In the above, g x! is the aperture weighting function of the array. We
note that if i x,t! is a propagating plane wave which has the functional
dependence;

�3!i x,t! i, t-x/v!,

Chat is, a plane wave propagating with horizontal velocity v, then

o y,t! J ilt+x y-1/v! ]g x!dx.
N

�4!

For y 1/v, this becomes:

o l/v,t! i t! g x!dx.

Therefore, we see that a steered array has an output that is proportional
to the input if the input is a propagating wave which has the proper hori-
zontal velocity. For values of yP 1/v, the output will be a smaller and
distorted version of the input.

V. NARROW BAND STEERED ARRAYS

While steered or beamed arrays are and can be used for wideband sig-
nals, they are generally used with and analysed for narrow-band signals.
This is due to the fact that mast sonar, radar and acoustic or electromag-
netic communication si.gnals tend to be narrow-banded. In this case, the
analysis is greatly simplified since the input can be assumed to be a time
harmonic plane wave af the form

i2YT f t-kpx!
I �6!

for which equation �4! bee mes:

i2&t   ! i2TTf  y-yO!xd

i2mf t
G  y!

In equation �1! we show the array pattern to be the output of the
two-dimensional filterasy  or fy! is varied for a fixed input plane wave.

where yO~ kp/f 1/vO  cos QO!/c and G y! is called the array pattern. In
the above we see that the array pattern is just the Fourier Transform af
the aperture weighting function g x! when the array pattern is given in
terms of fy. This property has been used to advantage to achieve different
array patterns and is discussed in detai1 by Robinson , by Bracewe118, by
Elliotg and by Hansen9.
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Ordinarily, the array pattern is expressed in terms of a fixed value of y
 generally, for y 0! and the input plane wave angle of incidence  or yp!
is varied, It can be seen from the form of the equation for the array
pattern, namely  with k~ fy!

! ! i2  k- 0!xd �8!

that the array pattern will be the same in both cases.

For the case of an array of sensors, the array pattern can be written
as:

G k! - «xn!e' "" "0!xn �9!

n~-N

G k! " e dx ~ X sin 2'
X 2ITkX

�1!

The f irst side-lobe peaks of this array pattern occur near kX ~+3/4 and
have a value of approximately �/3+!X or 13,5 db down from the main peak
value  X! at kX~ 0.

In the above, it i.s assumed that the weighting function g x! has the form:
N N

g x! g x ! 5 x-xn! = g x! 6 x-x ! �0!
n -N n~-N

for sensors Located at the points xn and for sensor gains  or weights!
given by g xn!. Prom Che above, it is apparent Chat it is not necessary
to have uniform spacing for the array sensors. From equation �0! it
also can be seen that the weighCing function for a space sampled linear
array is just the product of the continuous weighting function - namely
g x! - and the sampling function - namely the sum of the delta functions.
Therefore, the sampled array pattern is just the convolution of the trans-
form of the continuous weighting function g x! and the transform of the
sum of the unit amplitude delta functions  i.e., the space sampling func-
tion!. Here we have used the property that the transform of the product
oftwo functions is the convolution of the transforms of each of the prod-
uct functions  see, for example, reference 8, p. 110!.

While general shapes for the array radiation pattern are useful in
some applications, in most applications the primary concern is to obtain
a narrow beam antenna pattern with low side-lobe levels, It is possible
to design antenna patterns with low side-lobe leveLs, but generally at
some sacrifice in the narrowness of the beam width  for a given length or
aperture of the array!. From equation �8! we see that a uniformly
weighted array  i.e., one with g x! ~ 1 for -X < x < X would have a radia-
tion pattern given by  for k0 ~ 0!
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VI. THE BEAMWIDTH OF A STEERED ARRAY

8 -91-92 cos '[cos 9 -0.433 y/L3-cos Leos 90+0.433 >/L] �2!
0

= 50  X/L! csc 90

~ 107 gZ/L

for 20 < 90 < 90

for 90 «0  end f ire! .

and

where 9 and 92 are the angles atwhich the array pattern is 0.707 times
its pea response, 90 is the direction of the peak response or main
beam and L is the length of the array  L= 2X = �N+1!d for an array of
28+1 elements with uniform spacing d between elements!.

From equation �2! it is seen that the beamwidth is a function of
the scan angle 90. The variation of the beamwidth of a linear array with
scan angle and array length is given in Figure 5  from reference 2!. The
reason for the scan limit can be seen from Figure 6  also from reference

0
2! where it is shown that as the scan angle varies from 9 90  broad-

0
side! toward Q «0  endfire! it is difficult to define a beamwidth when

0
the array is scanned to within one-half beamwidth of endfire  Figure 6c!.

The side-lobe levels of the array pattern can be decreased by using
different weighting functions on the array aperture. However, this gen-
erally r~IIults in an increase in the array beamwidth. Figure 7 from
Southworth shows the effect on the array pattern due to different "co-
sine-on-apedestai" weightings; that is, for a weighting similar to:

g x! a+�-a! cos ~/L!; -L/2 < x < L/2

We see that as a is decreased, the aide-lobes decrease but the beamwidth
increases. This aperture weighting is closely related to the Taylor dis-
tribution  see refs. 2,9! and is commonly used in array design. Another
aperture weighting that is commonly used ~ives an array pattern expressible
in terms of Chebyshev polynomials, » This is called the Dolph-
Chebyshev distribution and it has the property that all the side-lobes
of the array pattern have the same amplitude.

The change in beamwidth for the cosine-on-a-pedestal weighting and
for the Chebyshev distribution is given in Figure 8 taken from Elliot,
The array beamwidth increases much more rapidly for the cosine-on-a-ped~
tal distribution since the side-lobe level is for the nearest side-1 abc

only  all other aide-lobe levels are smaller - see Figure 7! while the
Ghebyshev response has a constant side-lobe level. Etx either case, side-
lobe levels 30 db down from the main beam are readily achieved without a
1arge increase in the beamwidth. However, for side-lobe levels 40 db

The beamwidth of t e array pattern may be determined from equation
�1! and it is given by
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down from the main beam or lobe level, the Chebyshev array has the advan-
tage of only increasing the beamwidth slightly as compared to the cosine-
on-a-pedestal aperture weighting.

VII. THE DIRECTIVITY OP A STEERED ARRAY

Another important property of arrays is their directivity. The di-
rectivity gives a measure of the power or signal gathering capability of
the array. The array directivity is sometimes called the array gain since
it usually represents the increase in signal achieved by an array compared
to a single sensor or element of the array. The directivity is determined
from the array pattern if the element pattern is isotropic. The directiv-
ity is defined as the ratio of the power density in the direction of the
main beam maximum to the average power density from the array. That is,
 for linear arrays!:

�3!
G 9!G+ 9! sin 9 d 9

where W 9! ie the complex conjugate of the array pattern G 8!.

For a uniform spacing, d/y ~ 0.5, between the 2N+l sensors of a linear
array, the directivity reduces to

N 2 N

D- $8 W!] /~ lt  ~! �4!

-N

Note, the directivity is independent of scan angle, For the case of a
uniform weighting, g xn! ~ l,we have

D 2L/X L ~ �N+l!d �5!

while for a cosine-on-a-pedestal distribution;

g nd! ~ 1 + 2a coe �rmd/L!

we have2:

D ~ 2L/y  l+2a !.
2

D ~100/8 �6!

The directivity, D, can be related to the beamwidth 8 of the array.
It is found that for the usual weighting functions, the rei~tionship can
be given  to within about 1N. accuracy! by the rule of thumb
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It is theoretically possible to achieve higher directivities than
those given byequation �5!. In this case we speak of arrays havingsuur-

superdirectivities it is necessary to have a very narrow bandwidth for
the array or, equivalently, a very high Q for the array. In actual prac-
tice it is found that the directivity given by equation �5! is very close
to the practical limit that can be obtained. Supergain antennas are very
sensitive to small errors in their spacing or their weighting. A very de-
tailed review of the supergain or superdirectivity phenomenon is given by
Hansen  p. 82f!.
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USES OF SOUND XN THE OCEAN

Dr. I ra Dyer
Professor of Ocean Engineering
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

The high absorption in water o f electromagnetic
 ZM! waves, including those of optical wavelengths,
imposes upon sound waves many of the observational
and control tasks we assign to EM in air. The con-
cepts of radar-based piloting systems, for example, can
only be used underwater provided we replace EM with
sound. Even so, most system concepts need major
revision since the ZM wave speed is of the order of
l0 greater than that of sound in water. Thus,5

information rates in underwater acoustic systems are
very much smaller than in their EM counterparts. As
a result, we are more often presented with displays
of temporally evolving events in underwater sound
systems rather than with instantaneously composed
spatial pictures as in EM systems. While such dis-
plays are sometimes difficult to interpret, sound wave
systems do possess considerable utility and are put to
an amazing range of tasks in the ocean.

About 50 years ago, apparatus that used sound to
determine the depth of ~ater was demonstrated. The
introduction of the de th sounder, can be said to be
the beginning of an age that has seen widespread
acceptance of acoustic systems for various under-
water tasks. Figure 1 shows schematically the
operating principle of a. depth sounder: l! a rela-
tively short acoustic tone burst is emitted in the
downward. direction, 2! the tone burst reflects from
the ocean bottom, and 3! upon reception, the round
trip time is measured and di.splayed as water column
depth.



The depth sounder is often designed to display a
continuous record of depth corresponding to the track
of the vessel. Such records, an example of which is
given in Fig. 2, are the basis of most topographic or
contour charts of bottom depth, often called bathy-
metric charts. Such a chart plus a depth sounder,
eithex discrete or continuous in display, is a
valuable tool in navigation.

Hi h resolution de th sounders have very narrow
beamwidths. The beamwidth of a standard depth sounder

so that the depth it records is in
reality a minimum or an average depth over a quite
large area on the ocean bottom. While this is
adequate fox' surface navigation, some applications
 e.g., Implantment of rigs or deployment of deep plat-
forms! often requixe more detailed information such as
bottom slope or roughness. To meet these require-
ments, depth sounders with beamwidths as small as
about 3 have recently been developed. Even so, 3o 0
corresponds to a rather large area for deep water; for
continental shelves on the other hand considerable
bottom detail can be obtained.

Measurement of the change in frequency of a
sound wave, after it has reflected from the ocean
bottom, enables measurement of the ship's speed over the
h . ~

as depth sounders, having been intx'oduced commercially
only recently, there is good reason to believe that
they will become generally accepted, especially for
near shore piloting and docking of large cargo caxriers
and tankexs. Incorporation of a time base and
integrater in the speedometer yields a loca, i.e. total
distance travelled. The use of acoustic odometry, like
speedometry, is now not widespread, but may very well
become popular in the future.

With pulses of gxeater power and lower frequency
than used in a depth sounder, geologists and geo-
physicists learn a great deal about bottom sediments
and structures. Figure 3 illustrates this application,
termed sub-bottom rofilin which is now a standard
and often used geophysical tool. With a sub-bottom
profiler, acoustic energy penetrates the bottom and is
reflected back from each layer or horizon. As in a
depth sounder, the round trip time to each horizon is
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measured and convexted to depth. Continuous records
carresponding to the ship's track are always used to
aid in data analysis.

Sub-bottom profilers use impulsive sources
 explosives, combustion expansions, pneumatic ex-
pansions, sparks, etc.! to obtain the power needed at
low frequencies. While necessary for bottom penetra-
tion, the low frequencies limit the ability of the
profilers to resolve thin laminae. Hi h resolution
sub-bottom x'ofilers are available to meet this need>
they operate at much higher frequencies by generating
briefer impulses or through the use of tone bursts.
Such profilers can resalve thin structures in the
upper 50 ta 200 ft. of the bottom, and have con-
siderable potential in uncovering near-surface faults
and in detailing soil conditions for x'ig implantment.
An example of such a record is given in Fig. 4.

All of the foregoing applications concern sound
reflected fram horizontal or nearly horizontal inter-
faces. Sound is also used to determine the location
of three-dimensional objects within the water column
itself. When so used, the sound is directed to some
mid-water position as shown in Fig. 5. A reflection
or echa from the abject is then received. Systems to
accomplish this usually have higher angular resolution
than a depth sounder, so that the object's aximuth
and depxession angle can be determined. The round trip
time once again is used to gauge the distance to the
object, thus locating it Such a device is called an
echo locator.  Echo locators are also known as sonars
from Sound Navigation And Ranging, and more particu-
larly as active sonars to distinguish them as devices
which emit sound waves under contxol of the observer.

Systems capable only of receiving sound waves are
known as assive sonaxs.! Echo locators are widely
used by military forces  to locate subcnarines!, as
commercial fish finders, and in underwater collision
avoidance systems.

With high enaugh resoluti.on, an echo locator can
be used for ima e formati.on. Actually images produced
by the best systems available today are quite crude.
Xn many cases, nevertheless, we need to identify an
object we have located.  For example, an object on
the ocean floor may be a hulk, a rock out-cropping, or
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the sunken rig we are seeking.! While some excellent
acoustic identification aids exists, such as side scan
sonars  see Pig. 6!, the practitioner often must resort
to diving or manned submersibles for direct identifi-
cation, or to photographic probes far visual clues.

Many acoustic devices are used underwater as
terminals in an information system. Underwater tele-
~hones consist of transmitting and r ecei vi ng units,
with the water acting as a "softwire" connection. In
the same manner, data may be telemetered from a
data acquisition buoy to a ship, as sketched in Fig. 7.
The data may have been stored in the buoy for some
time, and transmitted to the ship upon receipt of a
command signal from the sh1.p. Or the ship may opt to
recover the buoy by triggering a release mechanism
with a command signal. All such applications are
favored today by a. wide selection of available devices,
specifically designed and tested for these tasks. A
typi.cal telemetry system is shown in Fig. B. In this
case data are encoded by timing the signals emitted by
the ~inkier, and are read digitally with the meter
shown. Since the information received is basically
a se~ence of time intervals, the data may also be
recorded on a precision graphic recorder such as used
in profiling.

All who ply coastal waters in surface craft are
aware of the vast array of navigational aids usually
availabley cans, nuns, whistles, gongs, bells, lights,
horns, radio beacons, etc. Comparable underwater
navigational aids based on sound are possible but are
far from being deployed on a massive scale. On the
other hand, specialized acoustic markers, beacons, and
other underwater si.gnalling aids axe commercially
available and are becoming more widely used. With an
acoustic beacon, as shown in Fig. 9, a manned sub-
mersible can return to a particular area for further
work, much as a surface craft may home on a radio
beacon in fog. In many such applications, the beacon

signal from the search crafty this conserves power and
provides security. It is not farfetched to imagine
that shipping lanes near busy harbors could be marked
and controlled by underwater acoustic beacons  perhaps
usinq the ships' depth sounders ae receiving systems!
but shipping practices change slowly and. such a system
may be well off in the future.
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Instead of multiple beacons and one receiver,
much can be done with the reverse, i.e., one source
and multiple receivers' There are commercially
avaiLable station-kee in systems whose principle of
operation ie sketched in Fig. Lo. A single bottom
mounted beacon ie used. Three hydraphones are mounted
on the ship! the phase difference among these hydro-
phanee forms an erxar signal for correction of the
ship's position with respect to the beacon.

In a somewhat similar fashion, underwater floats
ar vehicles can be tracked. The float or vehicle in
this application is fitted with a pf.neer and observed
with an array of hydrophanes, usually bottom-mounted.
The difference in time of sound arrival among the
hydrophones is then related ta the source pasitian.
Tracking systems are commonly used in vehicle test
ranges, and have also been used to measure deep ocean
currents through the drift of flasts. Perhaps the
simplest applicatian af tracking and quite possibly
the most useful, is illustrated in Fig. ll. Here a
pinger is attached to an instrument package being
lowered overboard. The package's position with respect
to the bottom can be readily monitored on a depth
sounder recorder by observing the time difference
between the direct and, the bottam-reflected waves.

Various fundamental properties of the ocean can be
measured with sounds sediment thickness and cuxrent
have already been mentioned. Surface wave height,
current microstructure, and turbidity are a few more
examples. A research worker, ho~ever, is less apt to
make use af a standard device, fax' his requirements
generally dictate highly specialized performance and
often unique construction.

Although the samples cantained herein are nat all-
encampassing, the diversity of underwater sound appli-
cations has no doubt been noticed by the reader.
Actually, the physical principles upon which these
applications are based are xeasonably few' and ance
understood, reasonably powerful. This being the case
it might be expected that technological efforts at sea



would always be surrounded by sound systems of various
kinds. Actually such systems are all too often
engineered and produced on a custom basis, thus
driving their pxices beyond the reach of many. I look
forward to the day when all such systems can be
produced, like depth sounders for example, on an off-
the-shelf basis, so that they can more readily be
placed in the ocean engineer's tool kit.
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for Schematic Clarity!
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FZGURE 6. A double side scan record, showing variaus
features of a continental shelf bottom.
 Courtesy Klein Associates, Inc.!
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FIGU~ 7. Telemetry, Corronand, and
Release Operations



Maj or uni ts of' a telemetry system. Data are radiated
by the pinger  cylindrical in shape!, received by a
hydrophone in the faired body  to facilitate towing!,

J 2 ' 1 ~ ~ A A ' '+ 1 1  r~iirtacv of Benthos. Inc. !
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FIGURE l0. Station-Keeping With One Beacon
and Multip3.e Hydrophones
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FIGURE 1l. Tracking An Instrument Package
Lowered to the Botton Kith

a Pinger



CREDITS

The paper "Twenty Years in Underwater Acoustics: Generation and

Reception" was presented at the Eightieth Meeting af the Acoustical

Society of America and will be published in an Acoustical, Society

publication TWENTY YEARS IN UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS. A modified form of

the paper "Scattering and Reverbration" was also presented at the

meeting and will be published in the publication.

Honeywell reserves the right to reproduce and have reproduced

the material in the article "Twenty Years in Underwater Acoustics:

Generation and Reception" in whole or in part for its own use, and

where Honeywell is so obligated by contract for whatever use is

required thereunder.


